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PREFACE

. During 19.77-78, USOE's Office of Career Education, under contract with
Inter-America,'Research- Associates, conducted 33 two-day seminars (callediaminirconferences") on the general subject of "Collaboration in Career
Education." Each seminar was limpeclto not less- than 12 nor more than 16
persons. The purpose of each seminar "was, to'provide examples of successful
practices, advice, and suggestions to L1SOE's Office of Career Education helpful
in fulfilling its"continuing mission to provide conceptual clarification for career
education.

The results of the first three of those seminars form the contents of this
Monograph. The first two seminars were called "conceptualizer conferences". as
opposed to "practitioner conferences': aLnd were thus aimed relatively more at

a4mulating conceptual thoughts than providing examples of actual practices.
third seminar had,, as participants, 15 "prafitioners" in career education

representing IS loci] conimunities where "considerable collabbrative f ction has
already begu 1Wep- the thoughts of "pra'aitioners" from the third seminar
were examin d, as seemed"-represented by the seminar nbtes, it seeme evident that as
much' conce sualization had taken. place as in the previous "co-nceptu-

* alizer" conferences. Thus, all three sets of seminar notes are combined here.

The lists of persons participating in these three seminars appears as an
appendix to this monograph. It can be seen that both education and the
business/labor/Industry community were represented by participants. Discus-

'' lion was frank 'ajn.cr spirited in-each seniiharmuch more -so than is apparent by
the narrative §ummary that forms the content of this monograph: Limited
copies of the complete "mini-conference" notes which I took and on which
this monograph is based are available from USOE's Office of Career Education.

The conceyt of collaboration in career education was purposely limited in
these seminars in two very major ways. First, no attempt was made to consider
the entire community (and especially parents) as partners in career education
collaborative efforts. Instead, prime concentrati was placed on the business/
labor/industry community as collaborative partners with education. In addition
to parents, there is a wide range of community human services efforts that
'should bei considered in a, complete discussion of the topic. Second, these
discussions were purposely focused primarily on. the K-12 levels of education
rathel than also encompasiing postsecondary education. This, too, was
purposeful in that, to consider all of education would have made this initial



task too large. Readers should recognize both of these serious limitations
which, when the total topic of career education is considered, will have to be

corrected.

At various points in the monograph, I have inserted some of my own
--thinking on-t11 subject. By and large, however, the contents of this monograph

can be viewed as representing' new knowledge that I learned from the
participants themseres. Since attempts were made to include consensus
judgments, no individual seminar participant can be held accountable for thec
contents of this monograph. Yet, in a very real sense, each can be considered a
co-author.

The list of seminar participants appearing as Appendix A may, to some
readers, prove to be a more valuable source of new knowledge than the
contents of the monograph itself. So, too, may the complete lists of issues
generated by seminar participants as recorded in Appendix B. I want here to
express my personal thanks and appreciation to each seminar participant.
Without exception, each made valuable contributions to the contents of this
monograph.

Finally, I want to acknowlet ge the very great assistance given me by OE's
contractor for this project; IN AMERICA RESEARCH ASSOCIATES. The,

'contributions of Dr. William Me , Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville
(who Served as consultant to INTE ERICA) in supplyirig me with process
notes' for each of these seminars was invaluable. So, too, was the fine
organizational and logistical work performed by Dr. Brady Fletcher and Ms.
Odie Esparza of the INTERAMERICA staff. Without their help, this document
could not have been produced. .
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Kenneth B. Hoyt, Director
Office of Career Education -
U.S. Office of Education
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Introduction

erm "_rcTillab9ratiOrt;"-Wlibliapplied-tOAinerican education, is defined
here as a process involVing shared commitment, responsibility, aqd authority
between the formal system of education and various segments of the broader
community for meeting identified learner needs. The basic assumptions
inherent in the concept of collaboration include:

1. The term "education" includes much more than "schooling." Many
learning opportunities for students exist in the broader community over
and beyond those found in the formal system of "schooling."

2. It would be inefficient to try and impossible to succeed in an attempt to
incorporate all community learning resources for students within the
formai system of education; i.e., "schooling."

3. The educational needs of today's students cannot be adequately met by
the formal system of education alone. To meet these needs demands that
the learning resources of the broader community also be utilized.

4. The prime concern must center around the extent to which learner needs
are met, not on which aspect of the community receives "credit" for
meeting them.

5. Learners will profit most if various Adnds of community learning
resources are coordinated with those of the formal education system in
ways that enhance and expand the variety and quality` of learning
opportunities for each individual.

6. Various forms of community learning resources can best help learners if
they join forces, rather than compete, with the formal system of
education. Our common concern for students should be sufficient
motivation for doing so.

These assumptions hold implications for educational change, and for
changing relationships between the formal education system and the broader
community, that extend far beyond career education.' To those who embrace
the concept of collaboration, career education can be viewed as a vehicle for
use in implementing that concept. To career education advocates, the concept

I A
good example of such implications can be seen in the Cultural Education

°Collaborative of Boston, Massachusetts that involves the use 2f such community learning
resources as museums, art galleries, and the theatre to suptlement student learning inunderstanding and appreciating music, art, and culture.
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of collaboration is a basic, bedrock necessity required for the seems of career

education. Stated another way, the concept of collaboration could be endorsed

and implemented in American education without necessarily indorsing career
education, Career education, on'the other hand, cannot be truly implemented
until and unless the concept of collaboration is accepted.

Of all the implications for basic educational change inherent in career
education, none looms larger than implicatibns related to the concept of
-collaboration. This monograph discusses the concept of collaboration as it
applies to career education. Readers should be aware of further implications
for edusational change as they read this monograph;

One further preliminary point must be made; namely, to recognize the need
for learning resources over and beyond those available, through the formal
education system is, in no way,, an indictment of the edpcation system itself.
On the contrary, the concept of collaboration rests on a basic sense of
confidence and trust in the past, present, and future contributions 'of the
formal education system. It seeks to strengthen, not to weaken, the
effectiveness of the system.

Learner Outcomes for Collaboration in Career Education

Why is collaboration needed? What is collaboration in career education
expected to accomplish? It is essential that initial answers to questions such as
these be given in terms of learner outcomes. First priority must be placed on
benefits accruing to students as a result of a community collaborative effort
with the formal education system.

Students exposed to adult workers, other than educators;, and to the
physical resources of.the occupational society itself, can, if thispffort is carried
out in a proper and appropriate manner, be expected to -receive the following
benefits:

I. A better understanding of the interdePendence of occupations.

2. A more diversified set of opportunities for career explorationf:

3. Improved attitudes toward work as a valuable part of society.

4. A better understanding and appreciation of relationships betweerp.work
and total lifestyle patterns.

5. Improved ability to communicate effectively with adult work.

6. An increased motivation to learn subject matter taught in schools.



7. A more complete and realistic .understs9,41ng of hpw a business
organization operates,

8. An increased understanding and appreciation of the private enterprise
system.

9. A better understanding of ways in which their personal skills and
' abilities relate to the community's need for workers.

10. better understanding .Of the concept of competition in the labor
market and stimulation to compete for jobs in the labor market.

11. A better understanding of the variety of career paths followed by adult
workers during their working life.

12. An opportunity to lige adult workers as role models for career
decisionmaking.

In each of these ways, students who have been exposed to a' collaborative
career education effort can be expected to benefit more than students who.
have. not. When these 12 student benefits are viewed in a global perspective, it
can be seen that, basically, they amount to: (a) an increased realism regarding
understanding of the occupational society; and (b) an increased motivation to
prepare for and participate actively in the occupational society.

Hopefully, few will argue that such benefits are not desirable ones to seek
for students. Many more are apt to contend that such benefits can and do
accrue to students now through the efforts of educators alone and that a
community collaborative effort is unnecessary in order for this tp happen. The
basic contention here is that the quality of such benefits be greatly
improved through a collaborative' effort. While yet to be proven through
experimental investigation, this contention is certain!) susceptible to testing
through research.

Process Outcomes for Collaboration in Career Education

Ideally, one would think that. the need to provide students the kinds of
benefits listed above should serve as sufficient motivation for both educators
and members of the business/labor/industry community to work together in a
collaborative career education effort. Unfortpriately, in the "real world," the
prospects of such student benefits must, for many, be coupled with an answer
to the "What's in it for me?" type of question. Here, a brief summary of
advantages of collaboration in career education for both educators and for the
business/labor/industry" community will be presented.

3 8
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A community collabo tive career education iffort can be expected to
provide the following pole tie! benefits to educators:.

, at

4

1. lhcreased effectiveiness of students in making the transition from school
to work may result in greater community support for education.

2. Working with the community can help education ,ietter understand and
respond to community needs. . -

3. A collaborative career education effort can help members of the broader
community gain a greapter understanding and appreciation of the
problems educators face. "1

4. A collaborative career education effort can increase public under-
standing, acceptance, and endorsement of the goals of education.

5. Using community resources in a collaborative effort can help educaticii
increase its effectiveness without asking for large budget increases.

6. Increased understanding of the occupational society gained, through a,
collaborative effort will provide educators with knowledge and insights
useful in better motivating students to learn.

7. The use of community resources, through a collaborative career
education, effort, can provide variety iri the teaching/learning process
thus making teaching more meaningful to teachers and learning more
meaningful to students.

8. A community collaborative career education effort can provide. those
educators desiring to become employed in the busings/labor/ind4stry
community with knowledge and contacts that will be helpful to thern.,

.111"

A community collaborative career education effort can be expected t)p
provide the following potential benefits to the business/labor/industry com

.munity:

1. A reduction in alienation of educators toward the nature and goals of the
49" business/labor/industry community.

2. An increase in the quality of youth4seeking to enter the occupational
society:-

3. Public relations benefits through helping both educators and students
) better understand the social need and desirability for your business.

4



4. Opportunitios for the business/labor/industry140community to tell its side
otthe story without the message being "filtered" through educators who
themselves do not understand the private enterprise system.

5. The potential cost benefiteatios resulting front prospects Of Nivel'
fit-hoor-alienated youth, unemployed dropouts, maintenance costs for
Juvenal" delinquents, etc. makes a collaborative career education effort a
good investment for business and industry.

6. A career education collabofative effort is a good means of encouraging
volunteerism aimed at bettering lifestyles of employees.

'7. A collaborative career education effort can help a given business get its
message across to teachers and students whereas, without this, difficul-

- ties in gaining entrance to schools are ofteti encountered.

8. Youth arc future voters, stockholders, and employees. Its good business
to pay attention to them.

9. A collaborative career education effort makes the expertise of edu'catais
available to industry for such purposes as:

a. Assisting in career planning program efforts
b. Developing internal career paths for employees
c. Recruiting youth to meet EEO and affirmative action needs
d. Sharing new educational technology
e. Providing lifelong education programs for employees

There is, of course, no automatic assurance that any of these potential
benefits will accrue to either education or to the business/labor/industry
community. Realization of these potential benefits will depend heavily on the
amount of expertise, the variety of resources, and the degree to all
parties involved are willing to trust, respect, and utilize the expertise of of
More than anything, it will depend on the extent to which educators and
members of the broader community are willing dedicate themselvbs to
attaining the learner outcomesof collaboration outlined in the preceding
section. As with most other societal problems, those who gain most will be
those who/give most.

Collaboration in Career Education: The TO/o Basic Problems

The preceding discussion has, hopefully, set the stage for identifying the
two major problems to be solved if a successful career edUcation collaborative

5
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effort is to take place. Were, both problems will be identified and briefly
discussed. Succeeding portions of this monograph will expand on portions of

fradh.

Pirobiern I: To what extent is njapeting the of education as preparation
For work a nopmdhoity- of thii bushwea/labor eommunity? From an
idealistic standpoint, career education advocates, in dog:lime/MI such as the OE

monograph A PRIMER FOR CARIEER EDUCATION, have contended that the
business/labor/industry community mus ccept part of the responsibility for
preparing youth for work in today's s ety. Such documents have sought to

make sure thill'businessilabor/industry t.:0 Inutility receives some of the credit if
this goal is reached and some of tt2 blame ti it isn't. This kind of career
education idealism hasn't, to date, been widely Accepted by the business/labor/
industry community. It has, in fact. often Ikeen resisted and rejected.

The arguments of those business/labor/industry persons rejecting the career
education "idealistic" position seem to run like this:

"Preparing youth fcir work is the responsibility of the formal education
system. The busineisilibor industry community has a vital interest in the
success of education in meeting this responsibility. Much criticism is due
education now because of its lack of willingness and/or ability to adequately
prepare youth for productive. employment( The busibriess/latipr/inglustry
community is willing to help education meet its respoNisibilities here but the

responsibility itself remains with the education system, not with the
business/labor/industry community. If education desires this help, it must
tell the business/labor/industry community exactly what .it wants it to do,
for 4ow long, and,at what cost. The business/labor/industry community will
thee be able to respond in a specific fashion."

The problem here, of course. is 'part of the more generic problem faced by

the bsiness/laboT, industry community today in meeting wW some have
called the "social responsibility of the priyate sector." The extent to which
such responsibility is accepted will obviously influence such basic factors as
corporate profits, dends to stockholders. and, in the case of public utilities,
rate justification state i s m ade to regulatory bodies. That is, acceptance of
such responsibility involves sp4nding money. Such decisions obviously must be
made at the ,highest levels of management. Part of the-operational problem
facing those who wish to implement collaboration in career education is that,
at such top levels, the *irm "career education" has not yet generally surfaced.
flhe most n*able exception to this generalization is found in the General
Motors Corporation where a corpOrate policy on freer education is in

existence.)



Does the hissiness/labor/iiithisiry community really have a "social con.
wiencel" Educators attending the three sentinars on which the contents of this
monograph are hinted tettdeil to answer...Alit% tittestnin, Seminar
participants (MIT the husiness/labtii/midustry conammity tended' to answer
"Yes." Seminar participants %reined to agree that. 1.)11qhf rail in involving

-101111 deeepiaiiee or rrilk ors %a141 11v is to ot tit at the commiiiiits.le-vel, it may
very well have to he initiated by coo/ten/Miss between top executives from the
hustriessilahtirlintliistlY toininitnit and Thom education the naliinial and/or
lederal level. It is obvious thJI , to date, this has not yet occur led, Therefine, it
remains in doubt whether or inn this maio: problem will he solv

t-

Problem 2: To what extent arc educators willing to %harr responalhility and
authority for preparing students for work with the hominess/labor/industry
community? have in general, apixiited gto accept the concept of
collaboration philosophically but not operationally. The general attitude seems
to be expressed in statements such as these

"We in education hatll' need the help .intf assistance of the broader
comintuuty tot preparinp lot work . We are grOe ul and appreciative
when the business/lab r/industry community is wit sig to open up its
facilities and provide some ol its personnel to hel is with ,this task. All
basic policy decisions. however. must reuii airti Wit I the local hoard of
education. We are willinp to listen to advice and suggestions from the
business/labr:industry counnumtv. but we are not willing to allow them to
participate as pohcymakers

Two important ptiiits, made by participants in the third seminar. must be
considered here, narneM, la) "Policymaking- must he considt`red at both thew
philosophical and at operational !exc.'s, and 09 there is a th f 1 r.encein meaning6.

between the-terms "papticipating in ptdicy making- awl -111; ing'policy."

No seminar member argued in favor of raking responsibility for makinv the
kinds of broad, philosophical 0;liCtes that &le. rmine the goals, purposet. and
basic structure of education away.. from local hoards of education. School
hoard members have an inescapable legalibbligation to make such,policies.
-Fducb mtors epf st:oyed by hool 414.aids arc obligated to administer school hoard
,policies. In doing so, however. thoseiresponsible for implementing school board
policy are themselves faced with making operational policies. Such operations)
policies are .increasmgly2 based on expertise required for attaining specific
learn?illiott:ornes as we move from the level of the superintendent of schools to
the level of the classroom teacher. The making of operational policy permeates
the entire education system. lt.is both influenced by and influences broad
philosophicarpolicies made by school hoards.

...'.
.--. ._
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At the program level, there .are many
.

operational 'policies ihat could
should be made . utilizing the joint expertise of educatort and of participants
from. the \:broadir ,_onununiV; ExamPlel otatIch operational policy .questilons.
inClUde: (a) Should Work experience for students be vidd or unpaid? (b) What
should yortt see when they make aiplaint visit', (c),Should wcirk experience be

c,,r,duct,ye rfemplciyets?(d) What should youth know .abcitrt... the way .a
.1 compapy co Ses? and (e) In what way's'aresuiijects taught In schools related

-:. to %tasks 'employees,-*e 'perfonning7- Uritil and unless the btisinessilabor/ .

,industry gornnuinity:.Participat* actively with educators hi answering such -
operational policymakthg questilles, they,.cani,-in no way, be held accountable
for :results obtained from applicOion OT.such _policies in a career ichication
'effort. Without joint accountability, collaboration does not truly exist.

_ Y 'N'sk ..,- . . - % .
. . _

There are -of .._.: ., ,...no hard, clear .cifittnctions,to be universally applied
I ..,..,,...

..' between. what is " . _ : Crud' policx" and "philosophical policy ."..Distinctions
are made at the-.1 `leve j depending on the composition of the scilooll?oird,
the qUitlitiek oT.eduCators, and the degree of trust and confidence placed in...

educators by.. school board :Members. Similarly, no clear or hard 1140 can be
. *Awn between"participating ,in-policyrrialdrtg" and "making policy?," School

.:

'board policies arefflexible; rather than rigid, in nature anciare, subject tp change
...

from' sch6ol board .meeting to scboolAboard meeting. eomrinunity iepresenta-
tivesespecially. those to be community. leiderscan _and do
influence school bard poll es on a regular basis. That is not. to say such

.- community leaders actually make-luch policies because, of course, they do not.

. Seminar . members pointed out that,,iika very real.. sense, school boird
policies do reflect community concerns in that school board members are
elected by and so represent the broader communityWhile obviously true, this
begs the question of whether or not community leaders. should seek to
influence schoql board members to adopt such broad philosophical policies as

'thole that commit. the school Ostem to increasing its 'emphasis On preparing
students for work or the extent to which the community itself is to be
regarded as a learning resource for studehts.

In sumrp,ary, seminar members argued for: (a) involving the broader
community in operational policyrdaking for career education; and (b)
encouraging ..the broader coinrnunity, to participate in actions aimed at
influencing school board polishes, that endorse and support career eduCation.

We. turn now to suggestions of seminar participants for moving in positive
directions toward 6ffective career education collaborative efforts.

-
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Suggestions for Getting Started in a Community Collaborative Career
Education- Effott

-Participants in both the secant' and third seminars spent a considerable
amount of time discussing the ,question, of how. a truly Ilaborative carser.
education effort can be.initiated..There was general, b ar from unanun6'us
consensus, that the initiative can originate in any part f ths tomrnunity7i.e.,
that it need not always originate from the esitroetion system. This view was
championed most vigorously by educators in` the seminars. earlicipants from
the btisinessilabor/industry community tended to feel it preferable, if, not-
essential, that the initiative should come from the education system. A
summary of other steps essential in starting such an effort on witch apparent
consensus was reached included:

1 Secure agreement among both educators and leaders from the business/
labor/industry community that preparing students for work is a
community responsibility extending beyond the edu,ation system itself.-

fr

2. Identify all possible community resources that might be brought to bear
'ion solving the problem.

3. Ask the education system to coordinate its internal resources in ways
that specify the 'kinds and amount of help needed from the broader.
community.

ti

4. Arrive- at some common understandings regarding conditions (including
restrictions) under which various segments of the community can and
should work together.

5. Formulate an initial action plan calling for specific roles and functions
for various segments of the community.

6. Either utilize, a Cdmmunity Career Education Action Council-established
by the local board of education or establish a Community Education/
Work Council and charge that body with responsibility for establishing
and implementing operational policies for the action plan.

Appoint one person responsible for implementing the planpreferably,
but not necessarily; someone from the education system:

8. Put the plan into operation.

9. Evaluate the effectiveness of the effort, report back to all participants,
and revise the plan accordingly.

I 9
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Obviously, it is much easier to formulate'a list of action steps than it is to
follow thr....5u) gh. The, next several -sectios iurnriarize recommendations of
seminar participets with reference to several ofthe action steps.

.6 .6

Securbilg Community Commitment for a Collaboraiive Career
Education &Sort

,-tThe prime beginning .point,'emphasized by pa5icipants in both the second
and third seminars; musttlie iOntification of a xstith problem that both the
education system and the briainier co unity see ds:. (a) Very important; (b)
one they can 'help Solve; and (6 one for which they hire some definite
responsibility: This general /principle was seen as appropriate to any-education/
community collaborative ffort. Examples o_ f possible problems mentioned by
paiticipants that nigh ossibly foim- the basis for such efforts include: (1)
migrant youth in th community; (2) oput-of-school-, out-of-work youth; (3).
youth useof drugs; 4) stereotyping as a community influence; (5) outh need
for citizenship development; and, of course, (6).youth need to prepare for and

'actually enter the 'occupational society.

" Of such possible problems, particirrants generally felt strongly that the
problem of.."Needed Changes in Education as Preparation for Work" was one
that could; perhaps, most easily be used to generate a community /education
collaborative "effort. Such a problem topic would, in addition tor career
education, obviously include both vocational education and such programs as.-the outh Employment and Demonstration Projects 'Act of 1977 (YEDPA). In
sin of the fact that such a problem topic would necessitate considerable time
to eitplain differences between -career education and vocational education,
participants -seemed generainzlo.agree this would Ise_preferable to attempting
to use "careereducation" as afroplic area by itself.

Early involvement of the "thought' leaders" 'in the community was
considered to be essential by seminar participanp. sts of suck "thought
leaders" are kept by such persons as the.superintenden of schools, the mayor,
and 'the head of the local Chamber of Commerce. An arly meeting of such
"thought leaders" called by one of them will allowthe--businessiabor/industry
community input into setting initial priorities for collaboration. This is not to
say that such a meeting can move quickly to identify the problem, the available
community resources, ' or a beginning irnplementation.,strategy.- On the
contrary, participants seemed to agree that this "thoutkt leader'? activity may
involve a series of meetings lasting up to two years in duration. The result,
however, is considered well worth the investment of time.in that it will; have
included all key - segments of the community in setting.priorities%. for
collaboration and gaining commitment to a collaborative effort. There was
good agreement that such i-process is much preferable to any "canned plan'

---"---
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that the superintendent c f schools might bring to any particular segments of
the community for consi eration.' The potential danger of the "canned plan".
approach was especially phasized in terms of the need to involve members
of the minority, communi yin establishing initial plans for collaboration.

In one of the semina , a strong argument:was made for the need to have
some more broadly b sed organizational entity with an expertise and
commitment to promoti g community collaborative career education effects at
the local level. Such a agency could provide both the stimulus and the
technical assistance requ red to botraispeed up and increase the effectiveness of
community collabdrati e career education efforts. This concept is well
illustrated by 'current o erations of the California Industry Education Council
that, operating out of c ntral State headquarters, has stimulated and assisted in
the creation of commu ity collaborative industry/education councils of many
California -communitie . Liiiewise, this concepts can be seen in activities of the
National Association r Industry-Education Cooperation that has, helped to
establish and contin es, to provide assistance to approximately 00 local
councils in various pa s of the country. The current operatiohs of the National
Manpower Institute n providing technical assistance to 20 local,educatiorg
work councils is yet a third illustration of this concept in action. Certainly,
there is a strong poi to be, made fibr estAblishing some mechanism at the State
ad/or national level that can assist localcommunities in such efforts.

'Finally, __,participants seeme-d to agree that the establishinerft of local
community' career education collaborative efforts will be enhanced and made
more effective if a strong leadership effort is present at the State level involving
the Chief State School Officer and State leaders from the business/labor/
industry community. It was noted that while, in some States, such strong State
leadership is already_, present, it appears virtually nonexistent at the present
time in other States.

In summary, participants seemed to"iie in genes* agreelnent on the
following basic principles with respect to securing community commitment for
collaborative relationships with the education system:

I. The process of collaboration can be applied to any problem for which
the educa'tion system and the broader community share common
concerns, expertise, and resources.

2. _Collaborative efforts are likely to be more successful if limited to a
particular identified problem. Once the collaborative process has evolved
throgglr attacking a particular problem, it can be applied to other

.problems.

1 1.
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3. The problem ofl prepaTiAg youth for work is a particularly appropriate
one for use in ii itiating. collaborative efforts at this point in time. This
problem- should be identified as extending beyond career eduction to
inclUde both vocational education and the new YEDPA legislation.

4. The process of problem identification and possible resources for solving
the problem shouldletermined by brOlt commuty involvement,
not simply presented to the community by the education system.

I
Operattional Implications of Commitment "From the Top" to Collaboration

Participants were generally agreed that community collaborative efforts in
career education must begin with commitment from top community leaders
including those of both leading community organizations and fiom top
management of business and industrial firms in the community. They were
quick to point out, however, that securing such commitment is'of little value
unless it includes provisions for encouraging collaborative career education
actions at the operational level.

In terms of individual business/industry settings, this means providing those
at plant sites both with the expertise for engaging in collaborative career
education efforts and credit for ing so.. If the president of a company
instructs his/her employees to par iapate in collaborative career ;education
efforts, some provision -must be m' de for giving them credit when they do so.
Unless employee accountability extends-) beyond simply productio,/ qudtas to

iqinclude participation in career educat collaborative efforts, it is unlikely
thtit, at the plant site level, much effective action will -take' place.

f
In the case of corm-minify organizations. such as the local Chamber of

Commerce, IVallpy Club, NAB office, etc., collaboration must be sought in
ways that take into account existing restrictions that prevent some such
organizations from operating under the direction of some kind of corfununity
coordinating collaborative mechanism. It was pointed out that the charters of
-many such community organizations prevent them from agreiing to such

\ arrangements in ways analogous- to the need of local school boards to maintain
\autonomy in formulating school board policy. While such resources may be

added together to make a total community Collaborative effort, they cannot be
combined. Participants seemed to be in general agreement that coordination,
rather than amalgamation, of such community organizations should represent
the ultimate goal of a' community collaborative career education effort.



_

- 4Internal Collaboration in Education: A Prerequisite for Community
CollaboratiOn.

Participants in all three seminars.; agreed strongly that'career education is a.
concept designed- to permeate all existing educational programs rather than a
new 'Program to be added to all others-. The class96orn teacher, therefore,
becomes the key person within the education system for impleminting
collaborative career education efforts. The three major problems identified by
participants here were: (a) motivating teachers to use community resources; (b):
helping teachers learn about the busineis/labor/industry community as a
resource; and (c) helping teacherd express the need far collaborative assistance
in a clear scope' and fashion. Each of these problems deserves.brief dii`cussion.-

The following represent suggestions from participants in the third minar.
for Moyvating teachers to participate in a collaborative career eduEition effort:

git

I. Secure a board of education policy, for tareer education. Teac ers, as -

employees, are obligated to carry out school board polic'es. Unl ss such
a policy exists, teacher participation in career educati will be Ificktlt
to obtain. -

2. Encourage the school superintendent to visit' schools with gn e pressed.
goal of looking for career education in tile' classroom. imilarly,
encourage building principals to announce_ and carry out their tentiori
to visit classrooms for purposes of observing teachir career ducation
efforts. Such actions op the part of school administrators will encourage
teachers to act.

3. EnCourage teachers and students who are engaging in career education to
- share their experiences with other teachers. Their positiveness and

enthusiasm may "rub off."

4. Use parents and persons from the business/labor/industry community to
encourage teachers to engage in career education. When teachers see such
persons will give them credit for career education efforts, they may get
invoked:

5. Hold teachers accountable for career education learner outcomes in
evaluation of teacher performance. Unless this is done, career education*
holds little hope of truly becoming a vehicle for basic: educational
change. THIS IS THE MOST CRUCIAL .STEP THAT COULD BE
TAKEN.
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,t6. Make teachers aware, especially in large urban areas of problems
currently created by large numbers of out-of-school, gut-ST-work youth.
Help, teachers see how a career education emphasis may assist in reducing
dropouts.

Participants agreed that good teachers will not need any of these "anxiety
producing" mechanisms in order to engage in career educationi.e., they will
do it voluntarily because they see their students need them to do so. They also
agreed that, for . the truly mediocre teacher, even the use of all of these
"anxiety producing" mechanisms will=probabty not; result in mucVchange. Al
the same time, they felt the use of such Ineclianisms will effeciivety encourage
many teachers to engage in cotlabonative career education effo-rts who, without
them, might not do so.

It was recognized that a major reason many teachers don't make greater use
of the business/labor/industry community as a collaborative resource for career
education is that they know too .little about that community. Among the
positive suggestions for helping teachers learn out the world to work
outside of education, the following were made nts:

1. Encourage teachers to participate in N and oral Electric- Career
Guidande Institutes. Both wers considered valuable participants.

2. Establish training programs for teachers similar lo those used by NAB
and General Electric. The key elements. are the quality of the training
effort and finding some means to reward. teachers for participating
through giving them money and/or academic credit. Academic Credit,has
minimal appeal to tenured teachers 'and more and more teachers have
tenure today. .

3. Provide -two- to thr y "work sabbaticals" for teachers under
arrangements where bsti ute teachers take their place while they visit
sites in the business/labor/in\dustry community.

4. Where school board pttlicy calls for zall school administra ors to spend
"X" number of days per year in actual classroOm teaching, use thii
arrangement to allow teachers to visit sites in the'business/labodindustry
community. a

5Lb
.

Use .a "job fair" tray, van containing materials describing the
usinessilabor/industry munity. When that van is at a particular

school, set aside time for teachers to study the materials it contains in
addition to encouraging student use of such materials. Teachers have as
much to learn from the contents of the "job -fair" van as do their
students. ..

O

l4
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6. Use a "most motivated For careeX education" -igproaeh that asks
principals to ,pick the "mdst motivated' teacher from each building.
Provide these.teachers with laweets of training, two hours per week': on
how louse cominunfty resources f& career education. Send them back
to their building as the "career education building Tepresentative" and
charge them with responsibility for showing other teache&how to use
community resources. 1.

C
7. Encourage local teacher associations to make "career education" a -

priority for inservice educatidn. if such associations will endorse "using
community resources for career education" specifically, it will _be

!effective.
...,

= It is important to point out that each of the above suggestions represei
practice currently in use in one or more K-12 school districts, not theore

1"good ideas." While many more examples coul obviously be generated,
should serve as examples of what can be and is b ing done now

1

its a
:ical
ese

The most difficult challenge for internal career eiucation collaboration
within education obviously lies in the willingness and ability of educators, to
specify a scope and sequence fraTework for utilizing community resources.
Participants in the first two seminar from the business/labor/industry.
community made it clear that ttei expec educators to say what they want
community resource persons to do, for ho long, and at what cost. These
participants expressed considerele reluctance.-with respect to either their ight
or their ability to assist educators in the scope and sequencing aspects of

4collaboration.

Those local career education coordinators serving as participants in the third
seminar seemed to have no difficulty in accepting this challenge. The general
resPcnye they gave encompassed two basic principles: (a) the scope and
sequencing effort should be built around the,..e,424.development
beginning with career awareness in the elementary school through career
exploration to. career planning and career decisionmaking; and (b) requests to
resource persons should be formulated on a "need to know" basis rather than
general process objectives: For' example, they recommended against making a
general request for help to students in "career planning'and decisionfnaking"
because of a fear that attempts to meet such a broaefequest might simply
result in recruiting efforts on the part of the business/labor/industry
corTimunity._Qn the other hand, they gave, as examples of specific requests
they might flake, such things as:

1. Helping 1 1 th graders learn how to construct a job resume.

2. Helping 12th graders learn how to apply for a _lob,
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3. Helping junior high school soolal studies teachers learn basiticoncepts of
the private enterprise systen that should be incolporated into their
curriculum.

4. Arranging field trips for elementary school students' with different kinds
of experiences planned depending on whether the purpose of the field
trip was one of the following:

a. Understanding the social contributions of the industry visited.

'b. Understanding the concept of interdependency. of workers.interdependency

c. Understanding how workers use basic academic skills in their work,
etc.

Finally, paiticipants in the third seminar emphasized that requests made to
the business/labor/industry community for collaborative efforts aimed at
increasing academic achievement of students should be put in the form of
"competencies" rather than "literacy." That is, they considered it much more
appropriate to seek assistance in the task of "helping students learn how to
read th4e telephone directory" than if assistvcewere sought in helping studiair
simply learn to read. They felt . strongly that the clearest waf in which
community resource persons could iielp youth see thecareer implications of
what they are asked to learn is if those things to be learned are staked in the
form of functional competencies to be acquired rather than in- the form" of
cognitive content.

Sustaining a Collaborative Effort: The Community Education/Work Council

How do partners maintain a "marriage" after the "honeymoon" is over?
Participants in ally -three seminars recognized and addressed this problem at
length in terms of community collaborative career education efforts. An
answer common to all three seminars was that it is essential to establish some
kind of community education/work council on a permanent operating basis.
The controversy present was whether that council should be a Tart of the
education system or an - independent agency responsible to- neither the
education system nor to the business/labor/industry ImmunityLe, a
"middleman" or "broker" whose main mission is b ging about better
working relationships between these two segment

Those arguing for-making the education/ rk council an agency established
under the authority of the local board of e ucation emphasized that such an
arrangement would:

1. Assume hard education dollars on a continuing basis. Without a hard line
education budget item, the business/labor/industry community cannot
count on the permancy of education's commitment to a collaborative-
career education effort.
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2. If the Council Is cregted by and reports to the board of education, it has
a far greater chance of influencing school board policy thafig it-opera.ted
as a community salency independent of the board of edion.

3. If established by board of education actio. "chances are pthanced that
'physical faciliti4 (such as currently empty ele entary school buildings)
will be made able to -horse the council.

4. A .deviguittiriity career education coorOlator employed by the. board of
qffucation can wok most effectively vith an education/work council if
it, too, operates finder the authority of the board of education.

5. Because the education/work council is established by the board of
education in no way prevents it from receiving partor even a
majorityof its operating funds from the business /laboj/lndustry com-
munity. .-

L

Those 'arguing for making the education/work council an independent
community agency emphasized that such an arrangement would:

1

1. Establish a non-threatening forum not "owned" by any single segment of
the community.

2. Allow a wide variety of community-elements to "chip in" to supporting
the Council and so feel they are participatini, not just cooperating,
members.

3. Allow the Council to remain problem/sOlution "oriented and not tied to
any articular program operating either within the education system or
in the'broader cimmunity. /

4. Avoid any dangir of standing with any of the collaborating particePants
agairist another of the collaborating agencies.

5. Maximize the number and variety of von-school based. youth serving
agencies in the community who are included as Members of the council.

Those from both "sides" greed that it is better to call the agency a
"Gqrnmunity Education/Work ouncil" than to call it "Community Career
Education Council" bicause of the fact that the former term would include,
both- vocational education and such community education/work efforts as
those represented by the new YEDPA legislation and by existing community
based organizations.
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obvious that those on both "sides" have strong points in the'ir favor. No
made here to say that one is right and the other wrong..Ratherohis

e a decision made by each community depending on all existing
can be expected that, in s9me communities,. an

rating.under the authority of the local board of
possible direction to take while, in another

le thing to do is to establish an independent
council. It is a basic decision that must be made if

a community collaborative career education effort is to be put on ampermanent
basis. k.

Sustaining a Collaborative Effort: The Position of Collaboration Coordinator

There appeared to be almost universal agreement that at least one person
must be employed to work with the community education/wOrk council on a
fulltime, continuing basis if a sustaining community collaborative career
education effort is to result. Such a person was s &n as needed to perform the
following functions:

1. To coordinate and bring together (a) school resources and (b) com-
munity resources-so that there exists true coordination both within the
education system and within the broader community.

2. To coordinate the "coordinated" education system and broader com-
munity so th4t."super-coordinationg. exists between these two "coordi-
nated" elements.

# 3. Ta serve, in an operational way; a clearinghouse function bring:
together and utilizir% resources of both the education system and ose
of the broder community.

...es 4. To :be a- creative, innovative, discoverer of new resources and ideas,
prObleins, and strategies i.e., to be more than a "maintenance person."

5.- To serve as a catalyst to change through finding and using resources that
exist beyond the local community level.

6. To provide balanced information about the community to both the
education system and to members of the broader cdmmunity.

7. To engage in inservice education for both educators and for persons 'from
the businest/10fr/industry community.
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I_ 8. To build and facilitate trust and respect among all, communite partners
in the total, careereducatibn collabtorative effort.

9. To identify and highlight-problems tolbe- addressed.by collaboration..

This is obviously an imprt.isive list of high powered functions that demand
"skillsparticularly process skills of a highly sophisticated and knoWledgeable

individual. To discover and Mold such a person,demands that consideration be
-..,given to employing Her/him in some agency: with a good salary base and an

attractive pattern of fringe benefits. The position must be funded, either within
the education syster4or in some community agency, on a- "hard line" basis.

There was general. but far from unanimous agreement, that the person
should come from a bacfcground in edutatton and that the ideal place to house
such a person would be within the education. system. Those voicing such
opinions argued that: (a) the expertise required for conducting inservice
education among educators and for coordinating elements of'the edtication
system ake it unlikely that a "non- educator" could be successful; and (b) .

unle a education system is willing to make a permanent commitment to
such a 'tion, the broader community will not see it as a continuing topic of
interest...

While not disagreeing with these Aneratprinciples, °that- seminar members
pointed out that the most important qualitiesInterpersonal skills and
knowledge of education/work relationshipsmay, in some communities, be
found among persons from the business/labor/industry community, not among
educators. There did seem to be general consensus that no necessary, automatic
requirement that the person must be an educator should be sect.

.

It is important to point out that, at no point, did seminar participants speak
of this position ,,as something to be created at the building level Vdthin, the
education systemi.e., one position or more for each school. On the contrary,
the position was consistently pictured in terms of the total school system and
the total community. This is consistent with provisions in P.L. 95-207, THE
CAREER EDUCATION IMPLEMENTATION INCENTIVE ACT of 1977, that
calls for employing career education coordinators at the school district level,
but not at the building level. Clearly, the seminar participants were not
thinking in terms of the current EBCE (Experienced Based Career Education)
model that calls for various specialists at the building level.

Sustaining a Collaborative Effiort: Who Pays For It?
It's always easier to find verbal than to find financial support for a concept.

No amount of verbal support can make a community collaborative career'
education effort happen unless funds are available to convert that support into
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concrete actions. The preceding discussion has made it clear that funds are
needed both to pay for operations of the community education /work council
and to pay for the person occupying the position of &coordinator of
collaboration.

There seemed to be universal agreement that the local bt;ard of education
must supply at least a part of the required funds. Difficulties are apparent
itrnrnecliately. Moit school systems today are faced with continufaig financial
problems and a host of pressures to use t'eir limited funds in a viriepf of
federally mandated ways. Since there is no le -requirement that education
funds be used for pay for career educationwi or without a community
collaborative effort involvedit is unrealistic pect that boards of
education in many communities will volunteer to do on their own. Most
K-12 school systems are currently faced with the necessity of initiating any
new educational priorities through reallocation of current funds, not through
asking voters to provide more funds for the school dittrict.

Similar hard problems were apparent to participants when they considered
implications of asking the business/labor /industry community to make a
long-term commitment to a community collaborative career education effort.
It was emphasized that the ability of the business/labor/industry.cornrnunity to
support career education collaborative efforts financially must necessarily vary
with the economic hedlth of particular business/industry enterprises. It was
further pointed out that most business/industrial organizations must be
prepared to justify any expenditures to their stockholders in terms of tong-run
benefits to the enterprise. Some suggested that the only way a continuing
commitment might be possible would be if there were arrangements for tax
credits to be given to businesses participating in a community collaborative
career education effort.

When faced with resolving these problems, participants pointed out that
K-12 school districts can expect some financial assistance if the recently
enacted P.L. 95-207THE CAREER EDUCATION INCENTIVE ACT OF
1977receives appropriations. Under provisions of that law, school districts
can employ career education coordinators at the community (school district)
level even though they calinot do so at the building level. In addition, funds
from this law may be used to support community collaborative career
education efforts. While hopeful that such. funds will becottie available, seminar
participants generally agreed that the community "thought leaders" referred to
earlier should encourage local boards of education to allocate part of the funds
required,to implement a*conirnunity collaborative career education* effort by
using their current school budget. At the same time, participants suggested that
a "community chest" approach, involving annual contributions from the
business/labor/industry community might be generated to help pay the
necessary costs.



A key question related to*Tmancing is whether or not the person employed
by .the K-I 2 school district as "Coordinator of Career Education" should also
assume duties as "Coinmunity Collaboration Coordinator" (or whatever job
title may be used). While collaborative efforts are obviously an important part
of the job of a "COordinator of -Career Education," it is equally obvious that
implementation of career education involves much more than working only on
collaborative efforts. While this issue was not discussed in detail during any of
the three seminars, a general assumption seemed to prevail that we are talking

...about only one positionnot about two. Similarly, there seemed to be a
general assumption that- funds generated from the buside-Zsilabor/industry
'community should logically be expected to be used to pay for p.dirt of the
salary of the position with the remainder coming from local board of education
funds.

rem*
The Need for ationalitederal Ceidership Effort in Collaboration for
Career Educat n

AThe long-run success of nationwide efforts to influence change on the local
community level is dependent on strong policy statements of support from the
itpp. In they case of an effoit such as collaboration in career- education, this
means strong policy statements uf support from top leaders. in business,
organized labor, and industry coupled with similar statements from national
leaders in education. Such top-level policy statements typically grow out of
multiple successful local efforts, not vice versa. Participants seemed to agree
that a sufficient number and variety of successful local community collabora-
tive efforts in career education have now occurred SC) as to make the time
appropriate to seek such top -level policy support for collaboration in career
eduCation.

At its roots, any such set of policy support' statements from leading
business, labor, and industrial organizations must involve:

1. A deep and abiding faith in the American system of formal education.

A conviction that, in America, a single system of educationincluding
both 'public and private educationaimed at serving all of-the children of
all the people is preferred over a dual system of publically supported

_education that tends to create a lass division among students.lass

3. A r ecognition that, among its, ltiple goals, the American system of
education_ should include a strong and effective emphasis on the goal of
education as preparation for work.
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4. An acknowledgement that the goal of ediecation as preparation for work
cannot be fully met by American.' education without the active
involv.ement of the private enterprise system.

'5. A commitment to devote eneigy, resources, end funds required for the
private enterprise system to join. forces with the education system in a
joint effort to.htter meet the goal of education as preparation for work.

These fiver statements form the bedrock for policy statements of support to
'be sought from top decision- makers In the business, organized labor, and
industrial segments of the private enterprise system.

It was further recognized that, on the education side, such strong statements
of support, are already present in the policy statements already adopted by

'such' leading, education associations as:

National Education Association
Council of Chief State School Officers
American Association of State Colleges and. Universities
American Personnel and Guidance Association
Ainerican Vocational Association
American'Association of School Administrators
Nitional School Boards Association
National Congress of Parents and-Teachers
National-Council of Teachers of Mathematics
National Association of Secondary Schodl Principals

A

and many more. In addition, the Congress has expressed its approval and
support for career education through the recently, enacted CAREER EDUCA-
TION INCENTIVE ACT OF 1977P.L. 95-207whiah carries clear provisions
for collaborktion with the business/labor/industry community. The solidarity
of support from the education side has yet to be matched with similar
solidarity of support, at the national level, from the business/labor/industry
community.

the second of these conceptualizer serninatis, participants generated aDurin
number f aclion suggestions for movin further toward the goal of gaining
top-leve management policy support f r a- collaborative career education
effort. ong the possible, mechan for doing so, the following were
endorsetd

1. 3E's. Office of Career Education- should consider preparing a one-page
briefing on career education to b mailed to top executives in business,
labor, and management on a quarterly basis.



2. Top ileriders.in the business, Jabor, and industry'communities who have
already made a commitment to career educatione.g., General Motors,
United Autoworkers, General .-Electric, United Rubber Workers, and
AT&TShbuld consider osting a :.series of informal luncheon meetings

'for their counterparts ai Ji at acquainting them with the concept of the
career education collabora effort and seekirkg their support.

Efforts should be increased 'to secure still more statements of support
from other education associations and, especially, to encourage all
education associations to agree on the basic concepts of collaboration in
career education.

4. Efforts should be' made to have the topic of career education placed on
the agenda for the Business Roundtable and to enlist the support of its
members for the career education collaborative effort.

5. The Secretary of HEW and/or the President of the United States should
invite representatives from the Business Roundtable to discuss the topic
of collaboration in career educairon.

6. Short, specific statements should be prepared for leaders in business,
organized labor, and industry specifying exactly what .they should
commit their organizations to do in career education.

7. A strong effort should be mounted aimed- specifically at seeking the
adiiice and support of the many segments of organized labor in defining
and iinplementing collaborative career education efforts.

Most of the participants seemed to feel that the initiative for such efforts
should come frOM top levels of the Federal Government. It was pointed out to
participants that, with the Office of Career, Education being a very small part
of the U.S. Office of Education (USOE) and with USOE .being a relatively
small pail of HEW, and with HEW being but one department in the Federal'
bureaucracy, it would be very diffitult fo expect that thi§, could quickly or
easily come about., The kind of national group that is boM willing ind able to
carry out these suggestions was not readily pparentin this seminar.

Resources for Collaboration Represn d by Seminar Participts

The preceding section must not be interpreted by readers to mean that no
resources or action efforts now e ist aimed at furthering broader community
involvement in collaborative career ducat efforts. It should be made clear
that the three seminars forming the basis for the contents of this monograph
were the first in a series. The 15 seminars following these wereseach devoted to
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a different community based organization now engaged in some kind f career
education assistance to youth at the present time. Results from t se 15
seminars will be reported in a later series of monographs.

Here, it seems essential to emphasize current resources for colla ore ion
throUgh (a) providing brief,.thumbnail descriptions of collaboratiVe forts n
underway by community based organizations represented in the first two
seminars-and (b) providing brief descriptions of current collaborative activities
as reported by participants in the third serninar.1

. ,

LPAR is an organization in Portland, Oregon, funded prima ouglkthe
: efforts of 169. business /industries in the ,Greater P. nd area. Its bAsic

purpose is to make the community a learning lab ory fOr youth through .a
collaborative effort' of business, industry, organized labor, and education. The
education system contributes a small portion of its budget each year. IPAR's
board of Directors includes representatives from education but is designed to
be broadly representative of the community. It serves both,as a clearinghouse
for education/community collaborative efforts and as a stimulus and producer
of new ideas for even' more effective community career education collaborative
efforts.

OPEN DOORS is a school/industry, service in New York City sponsored
primarily by, the Economic Development Council that. provides (a) lists of
available B/ /I speakers for schools; (b) assistance to teachers in curriculum
development related to onomic education; (c) newsletters designed to foster
cominunibcatian and re rt collaborative efforts taking place between school
systems and the broa er community; (d) inservice workshops for teachers in
which persons from e business/industry community serve as instructional
staff; and (e) direct speaker services for schools from the business/industry
community. As such, it is direct(' invojved in educational change as,well as in
fostering. more effective collaborative efforts between education and the
business/indiistni community.

.

the NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF B-USINESSMEN, funded jointly by .-the
U.S. Depaitment. of Libor and by private industrP, operates 130 offices across
the nation as well as a national headquarters office in Washington, D.C. Its four
major programs include: (a) a youth employment program alined:primarily at
providing summer jobs for disadvantaged youth; (b) a Youth MotivatiOn- Task

organizations described here represent only a- small sample of those involved
actively career. education. Other outstanding Corporate efforts such as those of the General
Electri Company, America Cyanamid Corpordtior, -Raytheon Corporation, e not
included here simply because; it was not possible to invite representatives fig such

0 .

organiZations to the seminar that formed the basis for this monograph.
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Force that operates primarily as a. speaker's bureau for school systems;(c) a
College /Industry Relations Program concentrating primafily on assisting
graduates from "non-mainstreamed" colleges complete effectively in the labor

. market; and (d) a Career Guidance Institutes program that provides ins'ervice
__ education in Career education fcir teaCheis and counselors from K-12 school

systems.

The INDtATRY-EDUCATION COUNCIL, OF CALIFORNIA is funded
primarily through contributions from Califortia private enterprise. From its
headquarters in Burlingame, California, the CIEC promotes and assists in
establishment 61 local industry-education councils in a number of California
communities. ,Operating primarily from a "we have . problems right here in ,
River City" approach, the CIEC effort seeks to identify a major problem of
common interest to both the education system and-to the broader community,
to discover and marshall the community resources available -for. solving the
problem, and to initiate action plans calling for collaborative activities. CIEC
reports that career education is a useful vehicle in implementing this
problem/process approach to change.

The EXECUTIVE HIGH SCHOOL INTERNSHIPS OF AMERICA, INC.,
now headquartered in San Francisco, California, operates programs in 30 cities
in 18 States at the present time. It functions, basically, on a one-to-one basis
under arrangements 'whereby senior high school students with potential
executive ability are released from school for a semester to work with
middle-management ,persOnnel in the private sector. As an unpaid career
exploration/work experience project, students receive a full semester of credit
toward4tigh schookgraduation for participating. .

THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON RESOURCES FOR YOUTH, founded
in 1967 by a small group of national leaders, currently assists over 1,000 Youth
Participation Programs (YPP) throughout the United States. This effort
operates, from a basic assumption that youth's ability tb participate fully and
effectively as adult citize s (including particiriatio work) will be enhanced
if, while still youth, they are provided opport ies to engage in ,meadingful
activities designed to help others. It definss "yo th participation" as involving
youth in responsible, challenging action tha meets genuine needs with
opportunity for planning and/or decisiorulnaking affecting others. Participating
youth work in hospitals, mental institutions, in industry, and in schools (where
they serve as peer .counselors and tutors). .

3

The'-AMERICAN TELEPHO AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY employs
approximately .300 educational representatives who direct and encourage the
involvement of over 10,000 AT&T employees annually in working with
educators. While the total set of activities ranges over a number of instructional
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areas, It includes heavy emphasis on collaborative career education efforts, It
,is an,, effort designed both to help education and it° increase the economic
efficiency and public image of AT&T itself. Approximately S7 million per year
are devoted to this effort.

410

The UNITED AUTO WORKERS OF AMERICA employs approximately 35
Education 'Specialists nationwide in addition to a central education staff at
UAW headquarters in' Detroit. The UAW effort is a broad one aimed at
improving all aspects' of education and includes a clear emphasis on
collaborative career education efforts. The UAW was e first major part of
organized labor to adopt an official policy stateme defining and endorsing
career' education.

The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR. INDUSTRY-EDUCATION CO-

OPERATION is an organization involving members from both the business/
labor/industry community and from the foimal education system. Its primary
purpose is to bring the marketplace and the education system closer together in
a collaborative effor Aimed primirily at encouraging- and assisting local
corninuVity effoits, NAIEC currently has a network of approximately 90
chapters now operating nationwide.

The GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION was the, first major industry in
the nation to adopt a general corporate policy statement endorsing career
education. That corporate policy statement is currently being implemented in
121 GM plant cities across the nation. This significant career education effort is
coordinated through the efforts of the Education Relations off ' at GM
headquarters in Detroit. In addition by this operational career educati effort,

.the GM Education Foundationonly recently establishedplans to support
other long-term career education efforts as well as other activities designed to
aid American education.

The NATIONAL MANPOWER INSTITUTE, under. a contract from the U.S.
Department of Labor, is currently involved in improving the effectiveness of 20
education/work councils located in specific communities throughout the
nation. These 20. communities were selected, based on a nationwide search, as
being ones either where significant efforts' at collaboration. were already
underway, or were just starting and showed real promise of taking hold. The
emphasis of these education /work councils typiCally covers the entire 'goal of
educatio'n as preparation far, 'work and so includes vocational education as well
as career eduCticin. An important part- of the..NMI effort is the -establishment
and operation of a national communications network alined at helping
communities interested and involved in collaborative education/work efforts.
'learn from each other.
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In addition, the third of these seminars had, at participants, 15 persons
currently, serving as.local career education coordinators or as local education/
work' council professional staff persons. Each was asked to write a brief
description of their current collaborative efforts in career education. Their

--stitternentware -reprochicedhere-as-written- by these participants:

NancyLoselcamp (Upper Arlington Public Schools, Ohio):

In Upper Arlington, we have established a Care* Education Advisory
Council which meets bimonthly. In addition to serving in an advising
capacity, these members complete tasks Wised on need through ad hoc
committees. (
To date much collaboration is done on a personal basis. This role is a large
portion of my job as director and that of a few select people on my staff.
For example, I was invited to chair the Committee on Career Education fpr
our newly established Chamber of Commerce. I also worked very closely
with Rotary and some with ICIwanis. We are now working with G.E. Indus-
try in Education and Guidance Programs through our strong link established
with the Ohio ,State University. I have a staff member on the Board for Ex-
lorer Scouts, one working with NAB and one working with Junior Achieve-
ment.

I also work with vocational education and with community 'education.1
guess I haven't begun to list all collaborative efforts. We as a district are
moving toward more collabbrafion and responding to needs of the
community.

'must say that it is my personal belief, and I believe that in my district, that
education Is responsible for educatingwe are supporters of reform, but we
must make the decisions and be held accountable for them. Schools were
established for a reason. I believe we rust have help7reach outask, beg,
etc., etc. But we must lead. I don't thiik I have a problem with power or
turfdom. I believe education has the responsibility and must accept itt

If I am ill, I go to a physician and he may call in consultants, but it is his job
to treat me, not a lawyer or someone else.

I really can't write clearly, but perhaps my definition of collaboration is
different than most, I'm not sure. I'm willing to work to all ends to involve
rpany, give them credit for doingsbut not giving up control.

r
r .
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MIL Barbara Pro 11 (ifillforaon County Public Schools, Kentucky):
st'

Advisory Council-15 members all cluster representatives

A. Tasks of Subcommittees

1. teacher inter/ships
2. student internships
3. curriculuin review and input
4. community survey of resources
5. renew and input of training of school staff
6. public relationspublic awareness of the programassistance on

pamphlet and slides
7, P.T.A.collection of pictures, Inc., for local school

P.T.A.--assistance in local school survey
P.T.A.joint parent orientation local school

8. Jayceespeakers Bureau
9. Volunteer recording cassettes interview of persons in jobs which

are difficult to release time to come to the classroom
10. work experiencestudents

8.. Parents Home

Groups of parents have participated in 6-week, 3-hour discussion
groups on career education.

Nick Topougis (Akron Public Schools, Ohio):

.41

Our collaborative efforts are described in the most recent manual, "Right
Plan: Toward a Career Choice", in much more comprehensive views than I
can begin to describe in 1 pages, however, since you asked, try to
summarize.

There are several areas of collaboration that we are identified with: First,
our in-service and staff development programs bring together the best
thoughts in planning and implementing, of local career educators, university
personnel and members of the business, industry, and labor community.
Staff development not only includes university courses but also building
level in-service, business and labor seminars and summer communities work
experienced programs.

. .

AVe are presently working jointly in the iniplernentation of several national
programs with p'ersonnel and staff from the educational sector, Boy Scouts
of f 'America, Junior Achievement, National Alliance of Businessmen,

th,
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AFL-CIO, Human Resources Development Institute. American Society for
Personnel Administration, General Motors and Labor Education Advance-
ment Program under the spcinsorThip Of our local Urban League.

We have established, improved and expanded collaborative programs that
relate to teaching career concepts into the subject content area with many
of our major businesses, industries and labor organizations that focuses on
economic understanding; field experiences in career exploration as well as
awareness.

An organization which brings together school, businesses, industry and labor
personnel for career education planning and implementation, is the Akron
Regional Development Board. An ARDB staff member works extreinely
close with career educators in expanding our collaborative activities. In
addition, the ARDB Business Educatfbn Work Committee assists educators
to identify sources of assistance and obtain community resources support in
identified program needs. Our Labor Council provides similar assistance
with.the major goal being to increase students and teachers' awareness of.
organized labor's role in the economy and society. Efforts are currently
proceeding under a joint sponsorship of the career education program and
the local labor council. They include identification of spegkers .on topics
related to organized labor and identifying sites for field observations of
workers.

David D. Amerman (Livonia Public Schools, Michigan):

Collaborative Efforts Being knplemented
a

Collaborative efforts to improVe career education in the Livonia community
are coordinated and facilitated by the Livonia Area Industry Education
Council composed of 27 representatives' from business, industry, labor,
government and education. The Council provides an arena in which joint
efforts by these community segments, aimed at providing meaningful career
education experiences for youth, be orignated and/or facilitated.

Some examples of collaboration between education and the business/
industry/labor/government communities are:

1. The Council serves as the general advisory corrirnittee for school
district vocational education and provides members for 21 craft
committees.

2. 600. Employees participate in the Cooperative Vocational Education
program, employing 750 students.
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3. Potty business firms p de high-level &gement experiences for
60 talented 'high 101.1 studehts who are released from formal
achoolinrfor a semester with full academic credit.

,
4.. Tyventy-dentists provide field experiences. _for students.. in training as '

debtalitsaistand.
-0 - 1: r ..........-.------- 4

L!' ...,... _..- , 'Employment Service is jithitly funded by the City of
, 'the -Livoiiii Chamber of Commerce and the Livonia Public

.,Iti-ishotAppl wAtli and Monitored by the Livonia Industry
Etbitration Council. ,

.
....

i . .s. S' " II
.. Y. . % ,,,.
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tesciters and counselors are being trained under an Office

,of. Career Education contract to develop collaborative activities with
yonununItyresources.

.7. .0ne thousand; five tiundred students are participating in a three-year
service learning project which is attempting to demonstrate that the
applicitition or' and knowledge learned in the the classroom to
volunteer service to various segments of the community attitudes and
increased academic achievement.

-

8. Junior Achievement provides Wail businessmen who teach economic
and career .4cation too junior high school students one hour per
week for 18 eks. .

9. Fifty local businessmen provide paid work experience to 100
alienated j or high school youth.

'Ernest Upt (Dade County Public Schools, Florida):

On M ch-17, 1977, the School Board approved a Five Year Maker Plan for
the Imp ernentation of Career Education. They did not approve the accom-
panying budget but approved the funding of the Master Plan as a high
priority.
This action was the culmination of ten years (If collaborationcollaboration
in the internal educational community and 'collaboration with the external
community, both equally irnportvt..-

It is agreed that full implementation of this plan wilt come from four major .
funding sources:

1. 'Reallocation of existing school bu and resources
Community resources

3. -Staterftinds I.

4. Federal' funds
30
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ICollaborati\ettnliists of both formal and informal levels- of involvement
and cooperation.

The formal includes: Career Education Advisory Committee, Coalition for
-Career Education, Chamber of Commerce Career Education Task Force, and
a Career Education Employability Of Skills Advisory Committee.

The major concern is specific assignments. What can we do for effective
utilization of these community resources.

Carolyn Raymond (Mesa Public Schools, Arizona):

The career education concept and its implementation as currently Involved
in the Mesa Public Schools (serving over 31,000 K-12 students) has followed
initially a loosely knit approach to community career education collabora-
tion and now utilizes a more formal approach to its collaboration. This
community involvement no doubt came as a result through the impetus of a
town hall meeting in the later 60's which gave a mandate to the educational
system to make certain. changes in some of its learner outcomes. These
outcomes have now materialized as part of the career education concept in
the system.

Currently, collaboration comes in many ways and its major thrust comes
from the Misa Career Education Business-Industry Council. This council of
approximately 30 members meets monthly to serve in several ways. The
council functions under a constitution with several committees each of
which has formal action plans (MBO's).

Initially the council was set up to assist in the development and operation of
a Community Resource Service. This agency. serves as a clearinghouse in
providing human resources from the community in linking the world of .

education and work. The Community Resource Service provides logistical
service to educators in such areas as: site trips, career speakers, title lectures,
video tape interviews, vehicle display days,' career seminars, .technical
advisors, career observation and exploration expenses. Tile council assists in
recruiting and training community resources for this clearinghouse. Once
this organization was establishzd, the council has become increasingly
involved in numerous activities including:

conceptualization of now services for the clearinghouse agency to

advising on current needs of the working world and suggestions for
revising the education program of youngsters re meet these needs
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cting activities which promote concept of career education
and . unity collaboration. (i.e., c duct bimonthly career tours.
coordinate a speakers bureau for rro, A, service, church organiza-
tions, etc.) conduct community updat career education in the
schools, arrange for media coverap of activities

identify current and long -range issues and possible solutions to
education/conununitieproblerns

sponsor specific programs in the schools (i.e., parent/adult shadows),
building level career liaisons (part of existing faculty), parent study
sessions, work experience programs, volunteers programs)

Serve is trainees and participants in staff development activities

participate in steering committees, problem solving groups, etc.

The council is the major influence on the board of education in assisting
them in establishing policy as it relates to career education. They have also
collaborated with other groups which have programs or approaches that
have as their intent the purpose of assisting youngsters in preparation for
work.

It was this group, for instance, which helped conceptualize and support the
request for funds to establish a community education/work committee
through the National Manpower Institute. The chairperson of the council
serves on this committee along with the school's career -education director.
This Fonunittee has as its major focus that of acting as a catalyst to link in a
collaborative way all community agencies, institutions, etc., with education
being one of these agencies which can facilitate youth in their transition
into economic adulthood. They .have linked with the National Alliance of
Businessmen in conducting leadership and career guidance institutes.
Members serve onthe Arizona Education Business Industry Council. The
council recently has assisted the schools in linking one of their existing
student exploration programs with the YEDPA program.

Catherine P: Hopkins (Worcester Public Schools, Massachusetts):

Collaboration in Worcester, Massachusetts, is multi-leveled and multi-
faceted. The membership of the Worcester Area, Career Education Consor-
tium includes the Worcester Public School Superintendent, an Associate
Superintendent (R&D), and the coordinator of career education, as well as
leading business, industry, and labor people. This group is concerned with
support for and implementation of career education activities and
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implenuntat141 of career educaiion activities for all school childrenpublic,
parochial, vocational,' private. It also concerned with CETA programs,
youth unemploj\ment and the chanting world of rk.

In addition to this work-education group, col boration between com-
munity, and education exists from the neighborh "Mom and Pop" to big
business to museum (e.g., Sturbridge Village, History of Work Project) for
the purposes:

of providing students and staff with first-hand knowledge and
experience in a variety of work settings through internships, "shadow"
experiences, field trips, etc;

of assisting teachers in curriculum development in basics as well u
economic areas;

of facilitating the development of Learning Ac vity Packets and
guidance "survival" kits (job hunting, securing and maintaining
materials);

for enartancing teacher in-service with community representatives
instructional staff;

. of providing insurance to cover children in the community engaged in
career education activities;

of serving on task forces and advisory boards related to career
education;

of providing updated labor and employment data;

of providing in-service training to staff of contiguous towns as each
initiates career education activities;

of building education relevancy in the classroom.

Vincent Trolano (New York City Board of Education):

New York City over the years has effected a myriad of programs involving
the community in the educational process. In outline form:

Career Guidance Institutes designed to give the educators an oppor-
tunity to directly experience the world of work; ,
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l-service courses taking teachers, counselors, supervisors, admin.
%triton to 15 different types of work sites;

Publishing Activities- Conte-rea- caliaboratikw among educators. The
New York Times and Gostetner which enables children in grades 2-6.
in 195 tools, to design, write and produce their own publications;

L.)

Comprehensive math and science program which prepares in-school
youth for pre-engineering studies. A collaborative effort involving the
National Science Foundation, Exxon, local colleges and engineering
firms;

Moie than 10,000 students involved annually in cooperative education
programs;

Work study program with: "municipal 9pitals, botanical gardens,
environmental projection, 'boy and girl s outs, and oceanographic
agencies;

More than 45 different advisory commissions;

Continuum progrims bridging the sap between secondary and post-
secondary education;

Thirteenth yearpre:apprenticeship programs in six different occupa-
tional areas.

The (list is unlimited. HOWeViti, the broadeit effort is the relationehip
between the Economic Development Council. the National Alliance of
Businessmen, -,the Chamber of Commerce, and the Board of Education
Agencies, namely the Center for Career and Occupational Education.

The Economic Development Council is responsible for the success of its
program, "High School Renewal." Members of the "community" assist high
schools in effective management techniques which includes planning,
budgeting, research, followup and in establishing and attaining measurable
objectives.

Open- Doors, , an arm of this alliance, ves toward the goals of career
education by serving as an urban economic and educational resource to
teachen, counselors, and administrators by developing curriculum materials
about commerce

f'e
industry, finance, labor, law and other aspects the

economic environment.



The collaboration is best exemplified by the project labeled ABLE: Alliance
of Business, Labor, and Education. This group was organized to meet the
need of collaboration by examining problem areas, determining needs.

and seitinaViectives. The four immediate objectives
of ABLE are

.1. Improve Communications thioUgh a clearinghouse among all relevant
community organizations;

2. Identify inadequacies In the preparation of students for work;

3. Assist in the development of initiatives to prepare students more
adequately for the world of work;

4. Initiate effoits to expand work exploration and preparation for
students.

All of the.above are a smattering of the many programs presently in effect
New York City. A comprehensive list is available upon ;request.

Dean Wertz (Bloom Heights High School, Illinois):

The career education system operated by the "Case" Elemerltary Co-op and
Bloom High School includes collaboratioh of both business and industry
representatives as welt as parent volunteers. Our system includes career
oriented activities for K-3, 4-6, 7-8 in a design best suited for the classroom
teacher. In addition to the classroom materials, we send every K-9 teacher a
monthly copy of our "Career Factivities" (K-3, 4-6, 7-8) including fresh
new ideas, student work sheets-and a reminder of help available from our
"Case Career Resource Center" staff. Our staff includes two elementary
teachers-on-loan who handle ( I) staff inseryice and-follow-up, (2) 'make-
aind-take' career education material sessions (3) development and rewriting
of all published materials, and (4) the coordination of our 'collaboration'
effort. They locate, schedule., and evaluate business/industry representatives
and parents who serve as classroom speakers or career day participants.

Joseph W. Richards (Salt Lake City, Utah):

Collaboration to Promote Career Education in Salt Lake City

The State boarcLoi education has just adopted new graduation requirements
for high school students. During the 7th and 8th grade yeari, each student
must plan educational goals that relate to career planning. The goals are to
be revised as needed each year as the student goes through high school. By
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. graduation ;time, a student knows what- the next steps should be to get
empioymeit Or to get additional postsec dary education before paid
employment. a.

,During one of the four semesters of the llth or 12th grade, a student must
becoMe -involved in a coOperative education program or he/she must do
volunteir work for 90 hours. The State education agency does provide both
State. and Federal, funds to help finance careeks and vocational education
pr9grams- There is :very good collaboration between the local and State

a /education agencies,. -

Ma' The fotir local education agencies in Salt Lake County have collaborated
..with industries, -and communities to form a partnership to.
prol7ide:

Irk- claisroorn career speakers plant/office tours and 'discussions, and
..."sha.dowirig" (obgerving a worker -on the job);

internshipt (unpaid wdrk) and career reference materials.

During the 1976-77 school year, there were 1,672 contracts. There were
34;826 students reach dlby the contracts.

j

The It- Lake City Chamber of Commerce igpolisored a Career Fair for
elerne.rita ad-Secondary students. The local service clubs such as Rotary;
Kiwanis, and Lions Clubs, give their services to the schools.

In Salt Lake City, there is a good collaboration among State and local
educators, intra and inter-district collaboration, and the collaboration of

business, industry; community and- service clubs:

-Don S urr (Alma, Michigan):

Ilaboratioss" as Defined by the Gratiot Experience

Collaboration at the K-12 level as experienced by the Mid-Michigan
Community Action Council in Gratiot County, Michigan, is seen as a

. multi-faceted process. The MMCAC serves as an originator, a facilitator, and
an implementer of career and economic education tiy functioning as a
liaison between four major groups.

(1.) Government (primarily on a county and local level)
(2) Business and industry located within the county
(3)- Labor organizations .in the county
(4) Education (again mostly dealing on' a county levet with six school

districts)
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_There Is currently within Gratiot County no-other established mechanism in
the four areas mentioned set to work with career education, as a
multi-faceted collaborative effort. Therefore, the MMCAC has assumed as its
role the bringing together of these. four areas to bridge the gap between the
world of work and of school for students at the K-12 level. ,Collaboration as
defined by The MMCAC must be an active process, as evidenced by very
visible, tangible programs and not just passive:dialogue or pure policy
formulation. Second, it must involve a genuine partnership of business, etc.,
not the traditional pattern of school dominance.iThis leads to a greater
sense of non-school accountability and more -genuine community involve-'
resent.

To accomplish this kind of collaboration-, the MMCAC takes an active role.
in not only origination . of career, education projects but in day to day
implementation. Resource sharing,--in 'large, part to sharing of volunteer
time \ among school districts-4. one important aspect of community'
collaboration. There is a -correspOnding need for stared responsibility within
the non-school community. The MMCAC reinforces resource sharing on
both levels. The Board has stressed the importance ofTheing able to
demonstrate tangible,. show me, results of career education projects and
ideas. Therefore, a critic#1 evaluation system is necessary to study -the results
of the programs(s). Ritual programmatic functions involving representatiVes
of all segments of the communit and the students serve two purposes: _

(1) Heighten the sense . of ommunity, that all are- working toward. a
common goal;

.(2) wAlso help expose hat is being done on a broad basis and keep
volunteers from. 'thinking that their participation is an isolated
incide9%,nt. .

At the heart of the collaboratiOn among any group: is money. Thus, the.
MMCAC draws on all sectors of the community for a balanced formula:"
using the principle of I /3 from business, 1 /3 from.- education, 1/3 from
government. Schools represent a $.50 per student assessment for each of
the six county districts. The third from-government has been-pledged by the
county commission and the final third is raised by' business, industry and

&mations. Thus, all segments of the community have a share in
the funding mechanism and ho =one element of the community can claim to
dominate either fijianciallii or programmatically..

The. ComMUnity'Action Council further advancei dollabCira
tion- by helping to establish new programs where needs- are identified and
concerns are voiced.. This ranges from efforts to Stimulate- countrywide a

economic expansion in general speCific employment. programs for youth..
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Collaboration. practiced-"by the MMCAC is the process of acting .t
.promote dialogue- from all sectors of the commuariand to facilitate acts
t&Criatebenefits to students K-12 and the'16c. COnorny,The end g is

to bridgii the gap between school and work in such a way as to encou
similar mitterns of collaboration elsewhere- in the community: with the
-conviction -that cooperation on one level' breeds more cooperation and
interaction.. (collaboration, if you with throughout the community . on
various levels.

Albert Glassman (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania):

Collaboration in Philadelphia

Philadelphia enjoys an unusually high lever of business-, industry, labor,.
.governinent, and non7prOfit agency- collaboration in its_ career:edUCaticin
programsmush_ of: it considerably long-standing. The Greater Philadelphia
Chamirt .of gpmmerce, in tune with its national parent organization, has .

been instrumeAtal in 'marshalling much of this support and in deVeloping an
understanding of the. CE movement within. business community.

The Chamber worked close 'th school district CE staff in 'the
development of our key instru ent in the collaborative- processthe,
Advisory Council for Career Edu ti n. Now beginning its four active year;
ACCE-is an .ontgroWth 'of, a tradition_a nd long-standing advisory council.
'for vocational education Vrganized in r wise to legislative -. mandates
ostensibly for the purpose of assisting school' i ocational personndl in
the .design and aluation of vocational training programs.

Given th'e-initiatives- being-undertaken in career education in our schoolkand
an adaninstrativ. e reorganization that resulted in a Division. of 'Career'
Education that absorbed the entire vocational education support-sYstern, it ,
seemed wise' to a nunitier of Us to move in the directioA of an advisory.
group for career education,

-

ACC.E is composed of some 35 representatives the aforementioned
sectors of the community. For the most part, th4y are in.divicivals holding
major potts within their .respective .organizatidhs. Its" outgoing- chairtrian,
appointed by the Superintendent, is. John Geisel, Manager of Corporate-
Affairs, . Rohm and Haas Company;" the incoming chairman- is Harry
Williams, Supervisor of Public Relations for Bell of Pennvivania.

The parent advisory council is 'divided into seven' permanent subcommittees.
`Each begins the working years with an action agenda and produces a repivt
etc its activities with- specific recommendations.* Each subcommittee

.
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chairperson 'recruits suticommittee members Primarily from outside the
ranks of'ACCE, thereby broadening the B:I.L. representation in.,the advisory
process. The subVinunittees are:t. vocational education (a 'committee that
directs the activities of 1.3 occufational cluster communities), long-range
planning, staff.-development, Federal'and State funding; employment, spe-
cial education, and the "Education/Work Council."

The latter issia recent develop ent and promises to become as most
important agency for collab ii . ACCE recently secured a $50,000.

education/work7 N planning grant fro NMI elop a local i co cil.
Consequently; Philadelphia is a member city of a 21 c y n ional
consortium seeking Nil' develop new local initiatives 4esignè4p eak the
transition problems of yo th. The Education/Work Council is re resen.ta
of every major 'youth se ing. agency in the city, and in aiew onths °fits
existence, has established a substantial reputatiRas jOr vigor and produc-
tivity.

.

it has been especially helpful in the process OTlinplementing the' new
Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of 1976. It is
especially important 10 note that .rtge Education/Work Council is a
sub-agency of the Advisory Council for Career Education. The DOL grant to
ACCE is indicative of their high regard for the collaborative prods in ..

Philadelphia being spear-headed by that organization. \
Another important example of effective, collaboration is .the cooperative
school districtgrban,..Coalition high- school academies program. Currently,.

. four such academies are flourishing in as many inner-city high -schyolsan
Academy of Applied Electrical Science, an Academy of Automotive
Services, and two Business Academies.' In each case, business, industry, and
labor, collaborate .voith school _distriel personnel in the design, support, and

delivery of the educational program:. Hpre is an example of,collaboration
where we have achieved cOoperatiOn in deciOonmaking, major financial
support ' frorii' the cooper at- consortium and sharesl responsibility for
program success. 'And it is this level of col oration':that _is,. in my view,

I. iiiiimately essential if career education to .fl Kish. Collabaation has to 1:).
more than advice-giving; more -.than tl cr tion .of advisory councils. To
me,.. it means shared planning, shared decisionmalcing, and shared acCouni-

4

ability. This is a large order for the "B-I-L community and- for school
personnel as' well, but there eex. sles of this process, as in.odr academies
program.

.
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it Moskowitz (enver Public School% Ciado):

Cu* Education Nola

Collaboration' behreen the Denver Cueer E4ucation Center stair and the community at lar take form as a result of the

problem at hand: Philosophical and conceptual issues are dealt With long standing groups that use in depth problem solving

praitieet. 'Specific (perhaps one time only) problems are jointly attacked by staff and community people ono short term basis.

Between Usk two approaches for community/school collaboration are a variety of less extreme practices, chart form, these

represent a samplbig of cooperative school/Community ventures:

COMMITTEE/COUNSEL CHARGE
.1.

Central Advisory Counsel

Craft (trade) Advisory,

Committees

Professional Seminar Committees

Committee on Coordinating

Senior Citizeri/CEC

Activities

These are but a representative sample of the involvement of over 250 community people with CEC (one building) programing.

'Provide direction and

monitoring of all major ,

CEC educationfunctions

Provide guidance for the

teaching/learning process

in the vocational programs

(To include curriculums and

equipment specification)

Plan, devel'op, and help

operate Professional

Seminars

Brainstortii then trouble,

shoot means for opening

'CEC resourcef to seniors

*MEMBERSHIPS DURATION

25 citrons fro'm industry, Ongoing

labor, business and professions

as well as students and parents

Tradespebple, employers, and

and labor representatives

Practicing professionals, Two months per

university staff, and high year

Counselors

Community leaders and workers

involved in senior activity

programing

Two sessions

(planning and

evaluating)



A wide array of collaborative activities are taking place in every major
metropolitan area in AmeriCa today; Portland is no exception. My
comtnents are restricted 'to two such efforts:

THE GREATER PORTLAND WORK-EDUCATION COLINCIL.

The GPWEC was established in August of 1977 as one of the .21
communities in the National Manpower Institutes Work-Education Consor-
tium project., The' Councils- mission is to improve. the school-to-work
transition process. To achieve this mission, key individuals from govern-

. ment, education, business, labor, Industry, civic groups and others involved
in the .transit1on. process have been 13Vought together; this group will work
collaboratively to develop and promote 'effective work-education transition 11.
policies.

The 'Portland Council has identified nine key. aspects of the transition
process to work on in order to improve the overall process. These are, not in
order of priority: 1) Occupational outlook and career' information reporting

- systems; 2) Career, guidance; pportunities- for work/service experience; ';
4) attitudes toward work; 5) 'La prac ces and customs; 6) Definition of
"basic education"; 7) Gove ment policie and programs; 8) Availability
information about educational and training programs and jobs and
9). Barriers faced by specific groups of youth due to their particular status in
life (i.e. sex, minority, handicapped, poor).

.

The Council is systematically reviewing each of these areas, identifying what
the major issues/problems within each area are, identifying areas of
agreement or disagreement (on both problem definition and proposed
resolutions) and is working together to develop-mutually desirable. solutions..
As far as I'm concerned, this is collaboration of the first ord6r.

The Portland Council has approxima'tely 20 members. It is a voluntary,
selfrestaiidished unincorporated body. (The Northwest Regional Educational
Labolatory "serves as theCouncils fisCal agent.) The Council meets monthly,
on Saturday mornings, for three hours. Aside from the formal collaborative
process described above, the Council meetings provide an open forum for
members to share mutual needs and, concerns.

It is noteworthy the Portland Council neither administers nor serves in an
advisory capacity to any-program on an ongoing basis.
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THE USQE CONSORTIUM PROJECT

Responding to an offering by the U.S. Office of Education, Portland Public
Schools received a contract: ."Strengthening Educations Participation in the
Work-Education Consortium- Project =' The primary objectives of this
project are to improve( the nderstanding and attitudes of educational
persbnnet toward career education and the concept of collaboration and to
cause An increase in the use of community resources by education

. personnel.
. -

The Greater. Portland Work-Education Council recognizes this as a strong
collaborative effort and actively supports it. This project is a joint effort by
six organizations: three local school districts (who are providing the teachers
and sUppOrt staff); the Institute for Public Affairs Research (I-PAR) and the
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (who have joined forces to use
their collective expertise for training) and the Council (which provides the
overall coordination). Together, these organizations are working with 65
teachers and ten administrators to find new ways to utilize

s,

e the broader -
community in the educational process. ,

.

,

Myrtle E. Hunt (Pinellas County, Florida):

PCEC: Community Collaboration Through Involvement

The Pinellas County Career and Economic Education Committee was
formed in June,_ 1976, to develop ,,And,, validate a system for planning,
implementing and evaluating programs of career, econornic,4n13 community
education. The organization was deigned allow lay citizens, representing
a broad variety of interests, to into with school board members, the
superintendent, cntral administration, teacher organizations, and local
postsecondary institutions. This committee bell es that broad cross-
sections of people in Pinellas County must plan /jOintly to improve the
quality of education offered in the district in order to better equip both
children and adults for the world in which they must live.

tominittee merribers,:brganized ip'to Vad hoc task forces, attempt to deal
with ten major objectives requirini close school-community collaboration:
(1) knowledge of occupations, (2) knowledge of the economic system,
(3) guidance for realistic career decisions, (4) employability entry 'skills; ,

(5)alternatives for early scleo.1 leavers, (6) student worker contacts,,
(7) staff development, (8) placerkent and followup services, (9) curriculum
review, revision, and ,validation, and 4,10)_test development and validation
through formal evaluati8n.

4
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Committee membership (one-third educators and two-thirds business, labor,
-industry representation) provides a broad base of community support..
Expertise in any area of need is readily available. A phdrie call to the
chairperson will provide quick access to these services. Requests for service,
generated in either the schools or the community, are coordinated by seven
members of. the Executive' Task .Force. This task force is made up of
representatives from business, industry, labor, community organizations,
professional groups, the board of education, the superintendent, offke of,
career education,-and postsecondary institutions. .

The system its designed to generate intetest, support and motivation. As a
result, a variety of benefits accrue to. teachers, students, administrators, and
the community as a whole. Teachers and other school staff use committee
resources to motivate students toward school- related, career-relevant tasks.
Data generated through evaluation and follow-up services are used to revise
subject matter and to help teachers become more a.vare of community.
attitudes and priorities.

1. Schools should serve their community;

2. Students should leai'le senior high school with some preparation for
becoming productive members of society;

3'. -People from all areas of society should be involved with educational
programs, from development to evaluation.

Pinellas County has taken the lead in career and economic education.
However, to insure this lead, steps must continually be taken to cultivate
and maintain collaborative efforts between educators and other community
groups.

Other Substantive Issues Raised by Participants
4

of the three seminars found participants discussing a number of sub-
stantive issues in career education not necessarily' directly tied to the concept
of collaboration itself. Each Was, however, a set of understandings valuable for
those concerned about career education collaborative efforts. Thus, a number 4
of these issues are summarized in this portion of the monograph.

When the kinds of brief descriptions presented here are coupled with further
reports from the 31 additional seminars in this serieseach designed to provide
operational example of career education collaborative efforts in action--it
should be clear that the concept of collaboration -in career education has
advanced beyond the stage of initial conceptualization. Some action has
already begun.
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What is i'lkieluihigful" Experience for Youth in a Collaborative Career
Education Effort?

One excellent illustration of differing percep ons between educators and
beisinessilabor/industry representatives occured en the question listed as the
topic for this section was raised by seminar parti pants. Here, these perceptual
differences and the extent to which they were resolved will be briefly
descrilgo4.

The key controversies resolved around the definition of "meaningful
experiences." In general, the business/industry participants seemed to interpret
the term to mean experiences that would allow youth to learn what it would

--7P011//jvbe llke-ii-heish-e`Were---employed-in -a-particular-occupation: Education--
'411 based -seminar participants tended to interpret the term to mean any

experience which enabled youth to gain what, for them, was valufble. new
knowledge.. The lone representative from organized Habor emphasized the
importance of interpreting the term to mean experiences in which youth learn
about the reality of working conditions.

Specifically, the business/industry serniV Participants raised questions
related to pro uctivity of youth in the workplace as part of work experience
collab 6-efforts They pointed out thitcoperationally, it is impractical for

. industry to make youth responsible, in a very brief period of time, for, say,
actually stalling a telephone that a real customer would expect to use. Yet,

- withou hst level of experiencing, they questioned whether or not youth will
really learn what the job of the telephone installer is like. Second, industry
representatives pointed out that, 4in a "youth enrichment expefferice" as part
of a collaborative effort, one provided work experience for youth under
conditions that either: (a) displaced a currently employed worker; or (b) kept a.
currently unemployed worker from returning to her/his job, in4ust.ry is in
trouble with their unions. Reservations were expressed on both counts. ,

__The seminar representative from organized labor, on the other hand,
emplaeisized the importance, in a youth Work-experience effort; of helping
youth discover answers to such routine, but important, matters as: (a) how to
use a time clock; (b) what's a break and what rules exist for it; (c) to what

nt do w rkers -have to .obey the boss: and (d) how do employees cope with
res fro other'workers to behave in paiticular ways? He pointed out

, for rn ny youth, it would take very little time for them to fully
understand that many routine assembly line jobs are dull and lacking in

--intrinsic motivation but, still, many Or today's youth will, as adults, take such
jobs in 'which schools have, to date, done a poor job in readying youth for such
positions.
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He (the seminar member from organized labor) ilso made a very good point
by stressing that,by emphasizing preparation for productive use of leisure time
so much more than preparation for factory jobs, many schools today do a far
better job in preparing youth for unemployment than for employment.

EducaiOrs who were members of the seminar insisted .that the term
"bineaniurtgful work experience" is one that must, in the I g run, be defined by.
youth -themselves. They emphasized the fact that the roceSS of occupational
decisionmaking does- not always have to be involve in order for,',a particular
wor)c experiCnee -to be ."Meaningful" to a part' ar- youth. Instead, many
youth will find it "meaningful" simply to act y see, for example, factory
.work being performed, to visit 'th worke out their occupations and life-
style& or to physically observe e interde ndencg of .workgrs
setting.

A

Several Seminar participants emphasized the importance of looking to public
service jobs, as well as the private sector; in seeking environments in which'
youth can obtain meaningful work experience. There seemed to be general
agreemehi that both settings are important to consider.

The controversy raised by this question seemed to resolve itself when all
seminar participants started looking at the challenge of a collaborative career
education effort in terms of the career development process, as opposed to the
specific occupational decisionmaking process. Viewed from the standpoint of
career development, a wide variety of "meaningful" experiences for youth in
the business/labor/industry setting are possible ranging.all the way from-career
awareness through career exploration to actual occupational detisionmaking. A
collaborative career education effort is one that will accommodate this entire
range of expected -student needs and will include bcith elementary and
secondary school age youth.

Career Education and Economic Education: Do They Fit In a gollabOrative
Effort?

For many years; groups such as the Joint Council on Economic Education
have been engaged in securing the active involvement o persons from the
-business/industry community in assuring that schyol-age- outh- acquire basic
economic understandings. l3ecause both ed 71'ors an members of the,
business/industry community are involved in such e orts, the question
logically arose among seminar participants of relationships between career
education and economic education. Answers given by seminar participants to
this question are summarized here.



First, it was emphisized that "economic*" can be.and is taught as a subject
the of ManY high. schools now.. To whatever economics is

as a subject included in. the curriculum then teachers of bconoinics
should be ask41 1o:infuse career education concepts into that subject just as
other_ ieachers are being asked to do.

Second,. "economic education" is a term that. extends considerably beyond
the "teaching of economics as a subject Matter area. There are at least two other
dimensions to the- term "economic education" that hold great implications.for

-Career. educa,tion. One of _these '. has to do with teaching youth economic
"survival. skilli" required for effective living in today's 'society (such as how to
balance a checkbook; hoW to secure a loin, what's a mortgage,.andhoW one
calculates the real amount it costs to buy things on time). Such "personal

--Er.611-01ftlinr-skithe'cark--be7-seerr-as---a--way---0.-pulllttg---together-other-eareer----7-----
education skills (such as..self-understandirtg, world of work, decisiorunaldng,
and job-seeking. skills) into a total pattern related to the youth's expected
lifestyle. There seemed to be general consensus, among seminar' participants
that such "personal economics akills" should be considered an essential pitit of
a total career edueatiOn effort.

. .

'The- other part Of "eConomic:education" seminar parttipants seemed to
agree was needed was what one participant called "descripti economics." The
term "descriptive economics" was viewed as including helping youth find
answers to questions such as: (a) what are banks and what roles do they play in
our lives? (b)-what's made in our town -and where do we get things We, need
that arent's made here? (c) how are business decisions affecting our community

. made? and (d) what's the local job scene like for youth and Tor adults where:
\we live? Again, there seemed to be general consenttis:,among seminar
participants that "descriptive economics" represented an essential body Of
knowledge that should be included in a total career education experience.

The question came closest to being answered when seminar participants
realized that neither '"career eduCaiion" or "economic education" were
properly regarded as "subjects" to be added to the curriculum. Rather, "career
'education"' as a concept, seeks Co emphasize 'the desirability of helping youth
acquire and utilize a variety of skills-including skills embodied both in
"economic survival" and in "descri9tive' -econornict"--reqciired,. for making
work a meaningful part of their total lifestyle. To the extent that "economic
education" adopts a strategy that calls for a combination of infusion into
existing subject matter coupled with experiential learning in the business/labor/
industry community, then it can and should be considered an integral part of
the total career education effort'. On the other hand, 'those adOcates of
'"economic education" that see it as 'a separite course to. 6e added to the ,
curriculum are seen as having no greater career education responsibilities than

-do teachers of any other separate subject.
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Career Education and the "Back to Basics" Movement: Do Thcry Fit. Together? :1/4
L

Participants in the third seminar pointed out that, in, many communities,
the call for a "back to basici". movement is receiving at least as much attention
as is the call for education to improve its effectiveness in helping youth prepare
for work. They spend considerable time 'discussing how these two kinds -of.
community calls for change in education can be fitted together rather thin
being regarded as choices for school boards and school administrators to make.

There~ were two basic grounds cin which participants-based their contention
that career education and -"back to basics" can be answered, in part, by a
community collaborative career education effort. First, one of the reasons

many .stuglents_arenit_ 'learning_ the basic -skills-is__thatT they _havenit been shown
'how to apply -such- skills in the real world. By showing students how adults u
the basic skills in their work, students may .-benefit if a "doing to learn"
combined with a "learning to do" approach to the teaching/learning proces
By using community resources in career education, experimental learning
-opportunities can be coupled. with cognitive learning in ways that may help
students learn the basic skills better. In both of these ways, career education
can serve as a vehicle for increasing pupil learning of the basic skills. Advocates
of career education and of the "back to. basics" movement should, if this '

. rationale is used, be supportive of each other.

At the same-time, participants pointed out that it would be a serious error
"in strategy to contend that career education is the answer to the "back to
basics" problem. No _participant contended that, only through career t dUca-

; tion, could, the "back to basics" problem be solved. Career education is
. properly pictured as one among several possible approaches to oonsider by
those inter ted in change that will increase pupil mastery of the.

-basic acad c skills.

-Finally, participants em hasized that it would be an equally serious error in
strategy if career educati n advoCates wienkWpicture themselves. as solidly
behind all of those cur ntly callfing for a kbsics" approach to
educational change. Sev ral participants pointed out the 'term "basic
skills" is one that finds very wide interpretation in meaning. Further, some of
those calling for "back to .basics" have a philosophical orientation quite
different from. that career education advocates in terms of their basic
concern for protecting individual freedom of choice and helping individuals
enhance what, for -them, will be a personally meaningful lifestyle.
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Concluding Rentatica

This monograph represents an attempt to summarize the thoughts, opinions,
and experiences of those persons listed in Appendix A. Readers will note that
these persons come from very4iverse segments of the formal education system
and `the broader "business /labor /industry community, In' thix' sense, the
monograph, itself, can be regarded as a "collaborative!' effort. At the same time,
it is important to point out that most of the actual 4ontent wal written by an
educator, not a' perlon reprepefiting the broader cqrarnunity. Because of this,: -
there is, undoubtedly, an unfortunate educational bias here that has colored
this presentation. It cannot be helped.

.- .

.- -the ;monograph has attempted to explain and describe the meaning of
"collaboration" as that term is currendy being used in career education. It may
well be that "collaboration" is the wrong word; i.e., that some word such

"coalition".or "partnership" would be a better one to use. It is the concept,
no; the word, that is important to emphasiie. Hopefully, these words have

Some conttiburtion toward proyiding such an emphasis. .

Air

z
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APPENDIX A

Firticipants

Davici.D:"Amerriten
Disector of Career Education
1.3irorkia Schools
1525 Farmington Road
lirocia,Michigan.-48154

Richird Arnold P

Manager, EducatiOnil Relations
A112000111 Telephone & Telegraph Co.
195 Broadway
New York, Nei/ York 10007

Elvis Arler bury
3700 Rose Avenue
Box 193
Was, Texas 75264

.r

. Anita Barber
Alabama State Department

Of Education
State Office .Building
Montgomery, Alabama 36130

, -1Pitul Barton
Natiobal Manpower Institute1 21 1 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C: 20036

Ellen Boyers
DireCtor, Career Guidance

Institutes
National Alliance of Businessmen
1730 K Street, N.W. -14.6 'K.

Washington, D.C. 20006

Willard C-heek
-

Manager, Educitional Relations
Public-Relations Staff
General Motors Corporation

't 3044 West Grand Boulevard
Detroit, Michigan 48202
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Donald Clark, President
National Association for

In_ dustry-Edutation Cooperation
235 Hendricks Boulevard
Buffalo, New-York 14226-%.,

Albert Quinlan
Executive DireetoF, Career EduCation
Sclaool Distiict of Philadelphia
134 Schuylkill
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19146

Edwin Herr
Department of CoUnselor EctitcatiOn
The Penn State University
323 Sodial Science Building
University Park, Pennsylvania 16801

.

Sharlene Hirsch
Executive High School Internships

of Ameilca --

473 Jackson Street
San Francisco, CA 94111

Catherine Hopkins
Coordinator of Career Education
Curriculum Center
31 Eliza St
Worcester, Nl ssachusetts 01605



Myrtle Hunt
Director of Career Education
3230 9th Avenue, South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

Andy jacobs
.Executive Director, IPAR
516 S.E. Morrison Street
Suite 710
Portland, Oregon 97214

Bruce Kingery
International Representative
-Education Department
AW International Union
8000 East Jefferson
Detroit, Michigan 48214

Jeffrey'Kleinberg
'Assistant Dean of Students
LaGuardia ceinununity College

of CU' ' '
Long Island City, -NY 11101

.Mary Kohler
_ NatiOrfal Commissiona.ResourCes

for Youth "-
36 Wesi944th Street
New York.; Myr York 10036

Nancy -Lose kamp 40:
UpPer-AAington Public Schools
1915 North Maliway
Columbus, Ohio 43221

.1...Frances Lowe
Director, Project Open Doors
20 West 40th Street
New York, New York 1

Sidney Marland, President
College Entrance Examination Board
888 Seventh Avenue
New York, New York' 10019

Howard Marshall
McCormick Spice Company
41'W: tight Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

George Lulos
Director of Career Education
Glassboro State College
Glassboro, NJ 08b28

. Bernard Murchland
Professor of PhiloSophy
Ohio Wesleyan University
Delaware, Ohio 43105

Iry Moskowitz
Principal
Career Education Center
2650 Eliot
Denver, Colorado 8221 1

Linda Pfister
Program Service Officer
Cared'. Skills Assessment Program
The Coilpge Board
888 Seventh Avenue
New Yoi-k, New York 10019

Barbara Pfeli
Director, Career Education
Jefferson County Public Schools
Brown Education Center

uisville, Kentucky 40202,-

Norman Malbin
Greater Portland

Work-Education Council
-,710 S.W. 2nd-5th Street

Portland, Oregon 97204 4.
b

Ca rolriAttymond
ector-4?)f Career Education

Mesa Public.Schools
549 North Stapley Drive

-P-1"."747sa ' Arizona 85202
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Joe Rii,hards
Director of Vocitional:

.7. Career Education
440East 100 South'
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Don Schurr
Mid-Michigan CornmUnity Action

Council
Ballk02
AlWir,lkliehigim 48801

Robert Taylor
Center for Vocational Educatio01-
The Ohio State. University
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Nick Topougis .

Akron Public Schools
70 North Broadway
Akron, Ohio 44308
Vincent Troiano" jai
Deputy Administrator Career

Education
Ne* York City Board of Education

0110 Livingston Streei
Brooklyn, New York 11201

4

Ernest Upthegrove
1450 Northent2nd Avenue.
Room 210 HOV
Miami, Florida 33132

J.
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Grant Venn
Georgia State University
Atlanta, -Georgia

JO

Hank Weiis
Industry-Education Council of

California
1575 Bayshore Highway a*
Burlingame, California 94010.44

Jeanne Werschke
Colorado Department of Education

'State Office Building
Denver, Colorado 80203

Dean Wertz
Director, Vocational Education
Bloom Township High School
Dixie Highway and 10th Street
Chicago Heights,, Illinois 60411
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APPENBIX 8

Issues Raked by Participants.

1. How to coordinate the wide variety of community resources (e.g., public
schools, community colleges, Explorers, Rotary, etc.) that should be
involved in collaboration.

2 How not to "oversell" or "burn out" community resources.
. .

3. Is "pfirtnership" a better term than as as collaboration,"
to some, carries implications of ``collusion."

4. How to help educators say specifically' what they- want from WI
community.

5. How to translate national corporate policy statements- into local action
efforts.

6. The need for schoot (as well fi s industry) policy statements on collabora-
tion. ,

7. Need to specify what the B/L/I community can do in the clasaroollit.

8. How to establish and use a central source for collaboration for educators
to call.

9. Need for career education specialists to make collaboration "happen."

10. How do: we create a climate for collaboration?

11. How can B/L/1 be shOwn what education.hasbalready done in collabora-
tion?

12. How can a permanent mechanism for collaboration be. established?

13. What, is the role and prospects for simulation in collaboration?

14: 'How can a 'system for collaboration be estiblished?.,..,
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15. How can organized labor be more effectively involved in collaboration?

16. How can the Image or parircipants from B/ L/1 be protec-Ued when
otglaboration is implemented?

17. How can we avoid creating a career education "empire?"-i,e., a separate
prpgram? It18. How to answer the "What's in it for me?" question for all involved in
collaboration.

19. How to "share and steal" ideas for collaboration.
0,-20. How to involve.youth themselves more directly in Follaboration.

21. The -varietY of people in career education makes for different "dialects," if
not for different "languages"-how can all involved communicate with
each other?

22.. How to effectively involve small business in collaboration.

23. HOw to be realistic with youth in a collaboiitive effort.

24. How much can you ask of the B/L/I comml4nity in collaborate.

25. To whom does career education belong?
,

26. What is the relationship of career education to economic education,
vocational education, and so forth? .

27. How can more Federal support for career education be generated while
still keeping its_definition loose and flexible?

28. What is collaboiation supposed to accomplish?

29. What are the implications of collaboration for the structural reform of
education?

30. How can both business and organized labor agree on a way of justifying
real work.by youth in career education when no pay is involved?

31. How to thin of the end product as concentrating on youth development
rather than .si ply youth. jobs-i.e., "lifestyle" instead of "paid employ-
s Qer t
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32. How can youth be given meaningful work experiencesi.e., experiences
that have some responsibility assdciated with them?

33. What are the implications of 51ependence on a healthy, business economy as
a necessary condition to assure industry's continuing participation in
career education collaborative efforts?

34. What's the difference between "collaboration" and "cooperation?"

35. How will education sustain collaboration after initial industry participa-
tioni.e.,won't schools eventually have to assume ongoing responsibility?

36. How can industry be convinced to engage in collabotative efforts in the
face of a shrinking new youth labor market?

37. How does collaboration work in community colleges vs. K-12 school
districts?

38. How-can collaboration help meet the need for training of paraprofeir
sionals?

39. How can, the community become involved in guidance and counseling as
part of aecommunity collabiaptive career education effort?

-40. Does collaboration extend beyond -yftuth to the concept of' lifelong
learning?

41. What does the B/L/1 community see as relationships between liberal arts
'education and career education?

42. What do we mean by "work?" by "career?"

43. What will be the nature. of work in the. currently-emerging society?

44. Are there really two worlds"world of work" and "world of education?".
Does any person belong to only one of these "worlds?" How. can the
artificual walls between these two "worlds" be broken down?

45; _How can SLUT beco'rne true partners in collaboration on a continuing
basis?

46. Howkcan we move from a horizontal level to a joint decisionmaking effort
in implementing collaboration at the local- level?
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47. What specific action- steps ar 'involved in iMplementing collaboration?

48. How can all educators b sensitized to the fact that the need for
community collaborative c er education efforts will be a continuing,
rather than a short-term o e'?i.e., youth employment problems will be
here for a long time.

49. How can one demonstrate the need for collaboration while admitting that
this effort cannot create youth jobs?

50. Should career education collaboration always start with youth concerns?
17:4

51. How do we organize for collaboration? How do we involve .the power
structure at the local level? Who's involved? How big a geographic area can
be covered?

52. Should B /L /1 be supporting collaboration financially?

53. Does community collaboration work best if pictured to the B/L/I
community as'extending beyond career education?

54. What are the priorities for implementing collaboration at the local level
(e.g., should staff development get top priority.)?

55. How can we get a policy statement On collaboration stated in three phases:
(a) to determine the state of the art; (b) to conceptualize the model; and
(c) to nticulate ways in which the model can be implemented?

56. How can we get a sustaining collaborative effort at the nation State, and
local levels?

57. How can we get ark internal, continuing commitment of industry to career
education with hard money behind it?

58. Is it possible to develop a transportable (adaptable) model for career
education collaboration or must each community -"discover the wheel" for
itself?

59. Why is collaboration needed?

60. How do we establish an atmosphete of trust -and respect across various
segments of the community who-Must be ini-reived in career education
collaboration? . .
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61. How can the collaboration "marriage" continue after the "honeymoon" is

over?

62. How can .real community representation and participation be assured in
career education collaboration efforts?

63. How can bias and prejudice against minorities and women be oveicome.
through a community collaborative career education effOrtincluding bias
against youth?

64. What are the pros and cons of including "enemies" as well as "friends" of
career education on a community career ed ation council?

65. HoW can teachers be .jotivated and taught t use comTunity resources?

66. How. can community collaboration be extended beyond large industries to
include both middle sized businesses and the small business operations?

67. How can the education system get organized internally in ways that make
a central contact point for the B/L/I community?

68. How, and to what exigent, should the B/L/1 community participate in
educational policy making and/or decision making as part of collabora-
tion?

69. How can B/L/I persons who control funds be encouraged to use them for a
broad career education effort (rather than only a .small part .such as
economic education)?

70. How can collaboration most effectively include organized labor?

71. How can collaboration be harldled. in ways that invol quality Bag
persons and avoid the use of overenthusiastic: biase U n armed persons?

72. How can the current "back to basics" movement be used to theadvantage,
rather than the disadvantage, of educators in encouraging career education
efforts?

!"

73. What kind of staff is needed to do collaboration and how cap staffing be
adequately accomplished? , , 1.

74. How, can dollars needed` career eduCa. tion collaboration be obtained
when other educational priorities' are mandated and .career *cation is
not?
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/S. How can internal collabciratiup within education be effectively accom-
plished? 401

76. How can we avoid "burning out" good 8/L/1 resources for collaboration?

77. How can the resources of multiple communities be used to make
collaboration work in a single rural school district?

4.278. How can the ."What's its it for me?" psychology of the girl community-
be dealt with?

79. How can community stereotypes be broken down to that a true
community collaborative effort can be mounted?

80. How can a collaborative effort be put ono a sustaining, rather than a
temporary project basis?

81. Can and should a single community resource center to he used in all kinds
of collaborative effortermlluding career education) be established?

ailPs
82. Is there danger-oVduplieat-ifitv-ofeffott- between_NIMI. education/work

councils and career education advisory councils?

83. How can people be trained (educated) to engage in collaboration?

84. Mom/ can the concept of collaboration be properly promoted
I-

as only-one
aspect of career education?

85 .,..Are trkere collabor4tion "myths" that should be exposed and exploded?

86. How can the variety,of ways in which community Jesources are used for
collaboration be expanded?

- 87, How can a systematic "how-to-do-it" ,approach to collaboration be
formulated and used? ,

88. How can communications be made between: opercitional persons in BILII
community after top-policy makers have agieed that collaboration should
exist?

89. How can .B/L/11 agree on a common set of product and process goals for
collaboration? .



.90. How can school guidance services be most effectively included in
collaboration?

.9; . Are different guidelines for collaboration needed for different segments of
the commithity?

92. To what extent are organizational by-laws of some community groups
(Chamber, of Commerce, for example) preventing their participation in-a
tothl community collaborative effort?

93. How and what kinds of hard data are needed to justify continuing
collaborative cireer education efforts?,,

se

94. Will a "Federal push" for collaboration help or hurt local collaborative
initiative''

+.
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